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ADVANCED SERVICE EQUIPMENT
John Mockovciak Jr.
Grumman Aerospace Corporation, Bethpage, N. Y.
1. INTRODUCTION
Orbiter-based service equipment needs/usage have been identified by con-
sidering a broad spectrum of on-orbit operational scenarios associated with three
primary mission events:
• Initial launch
• Revisits
J
• Earth return.
The scenarios reflected the types of satellite classes shown in Fig. 1, including
nominal and alternate modes of operation, contingency situations (as Remote Manip-
ulator System (RMS) inoperative), and Orbiter close proximity operations.
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2. ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS
In developing the on-orbit operations servicing scenarios, the following funda-
mental goals or objectives were sought:
• Attempt to standardize on-orbit service operations
• Maximize the use of existing equipment or those under development
" • Enhance the utilization of the Space Transportation System to the satellite
user community
Minimize serviceequipment user charges and costof on-orbit operations
Maximize missionsuccess prospects.
A simplifiedon-orbit sequence of events for a revisitmissionis shown in Fig. 2. This
sequence of events represents scenarioswhere the RMS isused to retrievesatellites
and place them on a Handling and PositioningAid (HPA) for on-orbit servicing. In
thisscenario,the HPA becomes the "standard location"at which servicingand ch_ck-
out of the satelliteis performed, and from which the spacecraftis redeployed from the
Orbiter. Retrievalis accomplished by the Orbiter afterinspectionof the satellite.
The serviceequipment needs associatedwith a particularevent are highlightedin II
Fig. 2. The initialevents callfor:
• Maneuverable Television(MTV)
• Remote ManipulatorSystem (RMS) and associatedAft FlightDeck
Controls/Displays(AFD CaD)
• Aft FlightDeck Controls and Displays (AFD CaD) for closeproximity
flightcontrolof the MTV.
i
Subsequent operationsidentify:
• HPA
• Work Platform for the HPA
• Open Cherry Picker (OCP) and RMS
• AFD CID for satellitec_eckout/servicingsupport
• Equipment stowage/fluidtransfersystem for servicingsupport.
2
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The backup situations identify the following equipment needs:
r1
| • Manipulator Foot Restraint (MFR) to cover latch hang'ups
=_ • HPA work platform (also identified above) to assist a potential
satellite appendage hangup.
The service equipment identified in the broad spectrum of operational
scenarios and satellite classes that have been analyzed can be conveniently
grouped within the following satellite service operations:
• Payload Deployment
m
• Close Proximity Retrieval
• On-Orbit Servicing
• Backup/Contingency
• Delivery/Retrieval of High Energy Payloads (LEO/Propulsion Class)
iI • Earth Return
• Optional Services.
1.1 PAYLOAD DEPLOYMENT EQUIPMENT
Satellite service equipment associated with payload deployment operations
includes :
• Retention Structures
• RMS*
! • Tilt Table
• Payload Installation/Deployment Aid (PIDA)* W
• HPA*
• Spin Table
• (AFD C_D).
Equipment noted with an asterisk (*) is described and illustrated herein.
1.1.1 Remote Manipulator System
The RMS can be used to deploy payln.d__ from thc OrbitaL" payload Oay. Of |
particular note _o the satellite user are the standard RMS elements: the snare end [effector and its compatible grapple fixture (see Fig. 3). These elements have been
1983002928-010
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Fig. 3 Deployment Retrieval - Remote Menlpulstor System
designed to release a satellite with essentially no differential velocity dl_ving _leploy-
ment. Nominal capabilities of the RMS are:
• Payload Handling Capability: 65,000 lb
J
• Positioning Accuracy: ?,in. + l deg within reach envelope 1
• PayloadRelease:+5 deg attitude< 0.015deglsecrelative. I
The RMS isalsoused to r_trievesatellites,when theyare withinthe reach
distanceof theRMS arm, to enableon-orbitservicingor earthretarn.
1.1.2 PayloadInstallationand DeploymentAid
The PayloadInstallationand DeploymentAid (PIDA) isa mechanismwhich en-
ablesdeployment(and reinstallation)from thepayloadbay ofvery largesize/mass
payloads(e.g.,15 ftdiameterand 65,000Ib). The device,which has been under
developmentat the NASA Johnson Spaep Center,providesuutomaticdeploymentand
stowingof satelliteshavingminimum clearancenvelopeswiththe Orbiterpayloadbey.
Figure4 sl_owsthePIDA havinglifteda largesatelliteoutof the payloadbay and
transferredittothe RMS, to enableItssubsequentcheckoutand deploymentfrom
theOrbiter.
5
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Fig.4 Deployment,PayloadInstallation& DeploymentAid
1.1.3 Handling and Positionin_ Aid
! The HPA will support satellites outside the confines of the payload bay and,
_ with its "over-the-side" feature, could enable full deployment of satellite appendA_
(if desired) prior to release from the Orbiter (Fig. 5.). For initial launch missions,
the HI_A contains a standardized berthing and umbilical interface for checkout prior
to deployment, has provisions for transferring attitude/state vector information to the
satellite from the Orbiter navigation system, and provides th¢_ means to !mpa_ a
separation velocity between the satellite and Orbiter during deployment.
Figure 6 is an adaptation of a spin table to the HPA. The spa,r, _abio ";,ould be
eQuinpp_.. ... ,,'_*h....," _tu=.ed encrgy device to impart a separation AV for deploymbnt. The
HPA platform can also be rotated to direct the separationAv in a desired direction. -
Orbiter attitude requirements are thus relieved in nJ,=ettng separation requirements.
i
i
i
|
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1.2 CLOSE PROXIMITY ,RETRIEVAL EQUIPMENT
Satellite service equipment associated with close proximity retrieval operations
includes :
• RMS
• MTV*
'\
• Proximity Operations Modules (POM)*
- MTV Adaptation
- Manned Maneuvering Unit/Work Station (MMU/WS) Adaptation
• AFD C&D.
Equipment noted with an asterisk (*_ is described and illustrated herein.
1.2.1 Maneuverable Television
An MTV, is showp i_ Fig. ? being deployed from the Orbiter by the RMS. The
MTV is a free-fi2i=lg spacecraft, remotely flown by the O:'biter crew from the Aft
tFlight Deck (AFD), with video and telementry transmission back to the Orbiter.The MTV has a range of about three miles and is used to remotely examine allsatellites prior to Orbiter retrieval. It can also be deployed to view and record pro-
pulsion stage firings of satellites destined for higher energT LEO altitudes or geosta-
tionary orbit. Following its examination mission, thc MTV is 31own back to the Orbiter
and retrieved by the RMS.
Also shown in Fig. 7, in retracted position, is the HPA which is deployed
over-the-side to provide a fixed platform _oz' spacecraft servicing a_oard the Orbiter.
The MTV is shown in Fig. 8 examining a spacecraft prior to ret_'ieval for ser-
vicing. This free-flying spacecraft is remotely flown by the Orbiter crew from the
AFD.
t
I
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_ 1.2.2 Unmanne_ Proximity Operations Module-Satellite Capture/Retrieval
' TI_ Orbiter can readily rendezvous with a satellite to within 1000 ft separation
distan_.e. However, concerns by some satellite users regarding Orbiter thruster
pl,_me impingement or contamination during terminal closure maneuvers could preclude
direct Orbiter rendezvous/retrieval of a spacecraft. Retrieval of satellites within a
1000 f+. range can be accomplished by an adaptation of the MTV called the Unmanned
Proximity Operations Module (POM).
t
Controlled by the Orbiter crew, the POM would be dispatched to capture the
satellite and return it to within the reach distance of the RMS. It would be flown via
TV (essentially using MTV equipment) and capture its target via the s_tellite's RMS-
compatible grapple fixture. The POM utilizes a non-contamlnating, cold gas
propulsion system which provides three axes of control during free flight and satellite
towing operations. Figure 9 shows the unmanned POM, equipped with an extendable
mast and RMS end-effector, as it is about to capture a satellite.
Figure 9 also shows an unmanned POM towing a satellite to the Orbiter. The
POM would stabilizelposition the satellite within reach distance of the RMS arm arsd
then detach itself from the _o11_, .... _-
............ g,_p_,,= fittil,g t_ allow the RMS _o capture the
satellite. Following capture, the RMS would place the satellite on a Tilt Table or HPA
to enable on-orbit servicing.
1.2.3 Manned Proximity Operations Module - Satellite Capture/Retrieval
Retrieval of satellites within a 1000 ft separation distance of the Orbiter can
also be accomplished by a manned Proximity Operations Module (POM). The manned
POM is an adaptation of a Work Station (WS) that can be used in conjunction with an
MMU to retrieve moderate sized satellites of the Multimission ._,lodular Spacecraft
class (Fig. 10).
10
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The WS is equipped with an extendable mast and an RMS end effector which
are mounted to a support structure. This enables the astronaut to fly with the snare
end effeetor in a forward position during satellite engagement and in an aft position
during satellite towing operations. An astronaut would fly the manned POM to the
satellite, capture it via the satellite's RMS-compatible grapple fixture, and tow the
satellite to within reach distance of the RMS. Figure 10 shows the manned POM
"flying-in" the end effector to engage the satellite's grapple fixture. As most of the _
major hardware elements for this concept exist or are in late stages of development,
the manned POM is a conceivable choice for near-term satellite retrieval mission.s.
Figure 10 also illustrates the manned POM towing a spacecraft to the Orbiter.
Using the flight control capabilities of the MMU, the astronaut would stabilize/position
• the satellite within reach distance of the Orbiter RMS arm. The POM would then de-
tach itself from the satellite's grapple fixture to allow the RMS to capture the satellite. /
Following capture, the RMS would place the satellite on a Tilt Table or HrA for on-
orbit servicing.
1.3 ON-ORBIT SERVICING EQUIPMENT
Satellite service equipment associated with on-orbit servicing operations
includes:
e Open Cherry Picker/Remote Manipulator System (OCP/RMS)*
• Tilt Table/OCP Work Platform*
• F.PA*
• Equipment Storage
• Fluid Transfer*
• Non-Contaminating Attitude Control System (ACS)*
• AFD C&D.
Equipment noted with an asterisk (*) is described and illustrated herein.
1.3.1 Open Cherry Picker Servicing
The OCP is a movable work station controlled by an astronaut on the tip of the
t
RMS arm. Servicing capabilities include lighting, tool storage, a payload handling _*
and transport device, and a stabilizer to rigidly position the astronaut at the work
site.
18
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Figure 11 depicts an astronaut replacing an equipment module on a representa-
tive Multimission Modular Spacecraft. The OCP, with its movable foot restraint, re-
i duces the physical effort associated with performing EVA and, with its control station,
] allows the astronaut to fly himself into the most convenient position to perform servicei
-I functions within the Orbiter Payload bay.
1
;
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1.3.2 Open Cherry Picker - FSS Work Platform Servicing
An OCP can be adapted to the FSS Cradle A' Tilt Table as shown in Fig. 12, to
provide a convenient work platform for spacecraft servicing. The work platform can
be positioned at varying distances from the satellite and, with the 360 ° rotational fea- |
ture of the Tilt Table, provide total access to all satellite locations.
1.3.3 Handling and Positioning Aid
The HPA will support satellites outside the confines of the payload bay and,
with its "over-the-side" feature, enables full deployment of satellite appendages during
,_ervicing, and prior to release from the Orbiter.
I
a
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l Fig.12 OpenChorryPid(sr - FU Work PlatformServicing
On-c,.bit servicing is accommodated by rotating turn-table provisions in the
i HPA and via a movable work platformincorporatingan OCP. The work platformhas
translationaland verticalmotion capabilitywhich, with the HPA turn-tablefeatures,
enables totalaccess to allsatellitelocations.The standardized berthing and umbilical
I interface also contains a fluid coupling interface to transfer propellants during ser-
I vicingmissions.
Figure 13 depictsa two-astronaut servicingcapability.One astronautis
shown servicinga segment of the satellitevia the OCP mounted to the end of the RMS
arm. The second astronaututilizesthe OCP work platformon the HPA.
Although not shown in the illustration,the OCP with itsstabilizerfeaturecould
attach itself to the satellite, release from the RMS, and enable the RMS to transport
equipment from the Orbiter payload bay to the respective work stations.
/
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Fig. 13 Servicingvia Handling & Positioning Aid
1.3.4 Fluid Transfer
Provisions are needed for storage and transfer of propellants for satellites and
the Versatile Service Stage (VSS). Fluids replenishment could involve both direct
tankage/fluid replacement and transfer of propellants via a special fluid transfer sys-
tem. Either approach, however, is dependent on more detailed definitions of satellite(s)
and propulsion stage requirements than are presently available.
Figure 14 depicts a fluid transfer module in the payload bay replenishing pro-
pellant for a VSS through an interface connection in the HPA.
1.3.5 Non-Contaminating Attitude Control System
!Orbiter servicing of contamination-sensitive satellites can be accomn" : .._ oy
providing a non-contaminating ACS package in the payload b--- .i,e package would
provide precision, long-term attitude control w_*_ :. the use of the Orbiter's primary
or vernier reaction control _yster,_ ...ernatively, and if acceptable, the Orbiter
could be placed into _ " . _,r_ft mode.
• ,_ure 15 shows a non-contaminating ACS concept consisting of Skylab-type
CMGs loCated in the payload bay, with cold gas thrusters/N 2 propellant mounted on
,. extensible arms to serve a_ momentum unloading devices.
J
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", 1.4 BACKUP/CONTINGENCY EQUIPMENT
Satellite service equipment associated with backup/contingency operation! includes:
• Manipulator Foot ."_estraint/Remote Manipulator System (MFR/RMS) *
• Manned Maneuvering Unit/Work Station Unit (MMU/WS) adaptations*
End Effeetor for Satellite Deployment
- StAhil_.zc'_ f_z" ,liechanical Hangup Sttuations
."ayl_._d :]a.dlh,t_ _ur Un-urt_lt _ervicing Support. *
Equipment noted with an asterisk (*) is described and illustrated herein.
1.4.1 Manipulator Foot Restraint - Backup for Mechanical Hangups
The Manipulator Foot Restraint (MFR) is mounted on the end of the RMS arm
and used to support contingency operations in the payload bay w*''_' _.._,.re EVA.
The MFR/RMS serves as a backup for pot_ ,,*'-" . .... sap of retention latches, mechanical
hangup situation_ _- :_. w,z_ satellite appendage deployment, and EVA support of
.._ mtSSlOnS.?
Figure !6 shows an astronaut being deployed on the MFR to manually release a _
retention latch and to support sortie missions in the payload bay. In addition to pro-
viding the astronaut with a foot restraint which reduces physical effort required to
perform EVA tasks, the MFR includes a tool bin to carry supporting tools that may be
needed for backup operations.
i 18
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!,_ Fly. 16 ManipulatorFoot Restraint(MFR)!
I 1.4.2 Manned Maneuvering Unit/Work Station
Three variationsof Work Stationadaptationsthat have been identifiedar_
shown in Fig. 17. The work stationadaptation_feature:
• "Kit"variationsthat are applicablein allsituationswhen the RMS is
inoperative
• Enables lift-out/deployof payloads for RMS inoperativemodes
• Provlde_ a purtaolework station(in and about the payload bay) for
planned and contingency servicingoperations
• Enables transportof equipment/components to work sites.
An adaptation of a Work Station (WS), used in conjunction with an M_._U,
would serve as a backup for satellitedeployment ifthe RMS isinoperativeor malfunc-
"|I tioning. The WS isadapted with an extensiblerna_ and an RMS snare end effector
19
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that is compatible with the s,_teilitels grapple fixture used for deployment. Figure 17
shows an astronal,.t in t._e MM_/WS about to Uft a satellite out of the payload bay.
The astronaut can orient the sai'ellite for deployment and, with the MMUtsp,'o-
pulsion system, impart a separatio._ velocity of about 1 ft/see to the satellite. Once
again, if the RMS is inoperative er nelfunctioning on a satellite deployment mission, an
adaptation of the ,iS wouid al_o serve ss a backup for hangups of spacecraft retention
latches. The WSis adapted with a stabiCzer to position the astronaut rigidly to a work
site. Figure 17 shows an astronuat in tl:e MMU/WSwith the stabilizer attached to
hand rail_ along the payload bay. The astronaut is preparing to manually release a pa_
load retentiuJ_ :a_.ch. The same adaptation of the WS (with stabt]izer) could also serve •
as a be_kup for hangups of spacecraft appendcges that might occur during deployment
of satellites by the RMS. For example, with the stabilizer attac 1 to a "hard point" on
m
a satellite, the astronaut could manuq!l_: r_le_:" _ solal" array mechanism.
IRMSEND EFFECTORI
DEPLOYMENT
IpAv,..O_._,-,......... ,
..... u,.,,lu I _ MECHANISM
HANG UP
Fill.17 I_nnedMan_u_rir_,Unit/WorkStation(MMU/_N$)Adaptm_m
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With appropriate adaptations of the WS, a revisit service mission could also be
perforlue.l with the RMS inoperative. A WS adapted with an RMS snare end effector
could retrieve payloads within the local vicinity of the Orbiter and position the pay-
loads on a Tilt Table, or on an HPA for on-orbit servicing. Furthermore, a payload
handling adaptation of the WS could transport replacement equipment/modules from t.he
payload bay to the work platform at the service site. Figure 17 shows an astronaut
using the MMU/WS to transport an equipment module to a second astronaut who is
servicing a satellite mounted on the HPA.
The three adaptations of the WS (RMS snare end effector, payload handling,
and stabilizer) are implemented in terms of "kits" that are adapatable to a single
"core WS" carried on tile service mission as illustrated in Fig. 18.
" 1.5 DELIVERY/RETRIEVAL OF HIGH ENERGY PAYLOADS
Satellite service equipment asgociatvd with delivery and retrieval of LEO/
Propulsion cla_s payloads includes:
,$
• Versatile Service Stage (VSS) "_
Delivery, Rendezvous, Docking, and Retrieval Capability
End Effector Kit for Non-Cooperative Satellite StatHlization
• AFD CaD.
Equipment noted with an asterisk (*) is described and illustrated herein.
1.5.1 Versatile Service Stage - Satellite Placement and Retrieval
A Versatile Service Stage (VSS) is used to transport and retrieve satcllite._
h,om higher energy LEO orbits that are not directly accessible by the Orbiter. It is
equipped with a high performance propulsion system for performing large Av maneuvers,
and a clean-firing, cold gas propulsion system for close-in satellite retrieval and Orbiter
!
close proximity operations. The VSS contains a television system for satellite examina-|
tiol_ and to support remote control of the VSS-to-satellite docking/captu _ operation.
Following capture, the VSS/satellite returns to the Orbiter and achieves rendezvous
within about 1000 ft. Close proximity flight control of the VSS/satellite is remotely
controlled by the Orbiter Crew who "fly" the VSS/satellite to within reach distance
of the RMS arm (see Fig. 19).
Set'vicing el the satellite takes place on the Orbiter, Following servicing, the
VSS/satellite is deployed from the Orbiter. The VSS th_n delivers the satellite to its
operational orbit and age.h, l'eturns to the Orbiter.
21
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1.5.2 Versatile Service Stage - Stabilizing Uncooperative Satellite
The VSS is shown in Fig. 20 "snaring" a satellite that is known to be oscil-
lating at rates higher than acceptable for direct docking by the VSS. A special front-
end "kit," provided on the VSS, consists of an extensible mast and RMS snare end
effector. The VSS would synchronize its motion with the satellite, extend the end ef-
fector to capture the satellite's RMS-eompatible grapple fitting, and stabilize it for
docking. The operation is remotely controlled via a TV link to the Orbiter (or ground).
1.6 EARTH RETURN EQUIPMENT
Satellite service equipment associated with earth return operations includes:
@ Special Retention Structures
• Equipment Storage
• VSS*
- Debris Capture Kit
: o Debris Retrieval/Return to Orbiter
o Debris Deorbit
• AFD C&D.
Equipment noted with an asterisk (*) is described and illustrated herein.
1.6.1 Versatile Service Stage - Capture of Satellite Debris
Fiffur_ 21 shows the VSS adapted with a special front-end "_.it" to capture
space debris for deorbit or return to the'Orbiter. The front-end "kit" consists of
dexterous manipulator arms mounted to a rotating platfc_-m.
C Jre operations are remotely controi!_d via a TV link to the Orbiter (or
groun_ After rendezvous with the deb.'is element, the VSS TV monitors its tumbling
motiozt .rid is maneuvered to a position where the plane of the VSS rotating platform
parallels the tumbling motion. The platform is then spunup to synchronize with the
debris tumbling rate. _,_anipul_tors engage the sateJlite and gradually de-spin it via a
clutch mechanism in the rotating platform. The debris satellite is then "cinched-up"
against bumper stops and held for propulsion maneuvering. The VSS could return to
the Orbiter or perform a propulsion maneuver to place the debris element in a desired
reentry t,-ajectory, then _'elease the debris to deorbit while the VSS returns to the
Orbiter.
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1.6.2 Versatile Service Stage - Close Proximity Flight Control
Close proximity operations of a free flying VSS are controlled by the crew from
the Aft Flight Deck of the Orbiter (see Fig. 32). The VSS would rendezvous within
about 1000 ft of the Orbiter and be flown by the crew to within reach distance of the
RMS arm. The VSS and its payload would be captured by the RMS and positioned on
a support structure (such as the Handling and Positioning Aid) to enable servicing or
preparations for earth return.
1.7 OPTIONAL SERVICE EQUIPMENT
Satellite service equipment ammciated with opttone_ on-orbit service operations,
: and which can be provided at the discretion of the satellite _mer, includes:i
' • Sun shield*
• Orbital Storage*
a Attitude Transfer Package
• Lighting Enhancement.
• Equipment noted with an asterisk (*) is described and illustrated herein.
1.7.1 Sun Shield
The sun shield would provide sun-impingement protection to a satellite with the
payload ha)" doors open. The shield would be retracted during launch and have the
payload bay doors closed on-orbit. As the payload bay doors open, the shield closes
i automatically to envelope the payload as illustrated in Fig. 23.
Ii As presently conceived, the large area surface of the sun shield would be com-posed of thin-film insulation and could be modularly adaptable to accommodate varying
length satellite payloads. The deploy-on-orbit approach minimizes the unit's weight
by eliminating the need for the shield to accommodate structural/vibration loadings
during launch.
1.7.2 Orbital Storage
t Orbital storage provides the option o.e leaving the spacecraft on-orbit for sub- |
I Isequent _evisit/repair if a malfunction (detected prior to deployment) categorizes the
satellite as non-operational. Orbital storage eliminates the need to carry beckun i
Ispares (incurring added user charges) or to return a satellite to earth fc:- repair and1 subsequent relaunch (additional user charges).g
1
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,'vlounted on the orbital storage enclosure is an RMS-compatible grapple fixtuv-_
to enable transport from the payload bay to a satellite mounted on the HPA. Within the
enclosure structure is an RMS snare-end effector which captures tb_ _atelliteVs grapple
fixture and provides the enclosure's hardpoint attachment to the satellite. Figure 24
shows the orbital storage enclosure being placed _ver the satellite by the RMS.
The figure also shows the sst_lhte released from the HPA and raised above the
HPA platform to allow closi_: ,,_ the storage enclosure. From this position, a gravity
stabilization boom i- .,ctivated to provide sufficient on-orbit stability to enable subse-
quent retrY-.dl for repair/refurbishment of the satellite. With the boom deployed, the
s_ *".;,ire is deployed by the RMS in its orbital storage mode.
The thermal enclosure concept employs thin-film insulation with activation of
_" the end bulkheads and enclosure shell involving an inflation technique. The enclosure -
can also be modularly adaptable to accommodate varying length satellite payloads.
1.8 SUMMARY
A "stable" of generic satellite service equipment has been identified which
enables:
• Exploitation of the Space Transportation System's uniqueness vs. expendable
launch vehicles, in terms of:
- Manned presence on-orbit
- Retrieval/on-orbit maintenance
• Standardization of on-orbit operations/equipment usage to:
- Minimize user charges/cost of operations
Maximize mission success prospects.
This generic service equipment should be developed as soon as possible to
enable satellite users to effectively plan for its _ se. Early flight demonstration of
this service equipment and its operation is recommended to provide proof-of-capability
to the satellite user community.
References:
1.0 - Satellite Services Syster_ Analysis Study, NASA
Contr, NAS 9-16120, Grumman Aerospace Corp.
August 1981
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SATELLITE RETRIEVAL AND SERVICING OPERATIONS WITH
i PROXIMITY OPERATIONS MODULES
Rudolph J. Adornatc
Grumman Aerospace Corporation, Bethpage, N.Y. ,
, ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the concept of manned and unmanned Proximity
Modules (POM) to assist the Orbiter in retrieval, servicing, and emergency
.. _ operations of Orbiting payloads. An unmanned POM, capable of examining or
capturing and returning to the Orbiter large satellites which are station-keeping
• _ at distances up to one kilometer from the Orbiter, is presented and its design !
t• features defined.
, Also presented is the c_ncept of a manned POM which is capable of cap- •
turing and nJaneuvering smalle:" payloads in or about the Orbiter payload bay.
_: The manned POM also serves as a free flying work station used to support satel-
lite servicing and provide a back-up to Orbiter RMS inoperative situations.
' INTRODUCTION
SatelliteServices from the Orbiter payloao bay offer the SatelliteUser
Community newly derived benefits which can reduce "_e cost of operating in i
space and enhance overallmission success. This capabilitycan be provided by
the development of key generic equipment items which will extend the capabilities P
of the Space Transportation system and support the user needs for satellite de- I:
ployment and retrieval, on-orbit support, and earth return, t
Two such equipment items which willhave wide use in nominal and con-
tingency situationsare the manned and unmanned Proximity Operations Modules
(POM). The POMs are free flyingvehicleswhich utilizea cold gas propulsion ii
system for attitude and translational ma_leuvering. The POMs can operate either i
manned or unmanned (manned remote) at distances up to one-half mile from the
Orbiter. A cold gas propulsion system is used to minimize the potential contami-
nation to payloads or to the Orbiter resulting from propellant effluents produced
by hydrazine and other bi-propeUant propulsion systems.
Figure 1 identifies mission applications for an unmanned POM. Initial
_ applications include satellite examination and the examination/retrieval of cooper-
ative satellites. Because of the high useage rate projected for these applications,
they are considered key baselinedesign drivers.
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Another application fur the I_OMis the retrieval of uncooperative satel-
lites or space debris. In this application, the POM synchronizes itself with
satellite rotational rates, captures the satellite with manipulator arms, and brings
the rotating satellite to very low attitude rates. This mission is considered in
the development of add-on kits. This configuration could also be used as a test
bed for the development of satellite servicing remote from the Orbiter.
Still another application for the POM is to fly sortie within close vicinity
to the Orbiter. Because these requirements are softly defined, this mission
application will be considered, but not used as a major configuration driver.
However, the capability of the POM to accommodate these missions will be related.
A manned POM, which uses the Manned Maneuvering Unit (MM) as a
propulsion system, offers a number of applications for nominal and contingency
operations. They include:
• A portable work station for insitu emergency repair such as satellite
appendage or payload release mechanism hang-up
• A back-up to RMS for satellite deployment
2
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• A vehicle which can be used to stabilize/retrieve a satellite which has
been deployed with higher than nominal attitude rates or which ex-
periences subsystem failure soon after deployment
• On-Orbit crew inspection of the Orbiter
• A free flyer to transfer replacement modules and assist in satellite \
servicing.
The purpose of this paper is to present concept definitions for both a
manned and unmanned POM defined to meet the identified mission applications.
UNMANNED POM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
f"
To establish system design requirements related to each of the reference ,
mission applications, design reference scenarios were developed to define the
sequence of events and operational activities involved for each of the missions.
The mission events were then evaluated to define functional requirements from
which subsystem requirements could be identified. The results of these analy-
sis indicated that many of the requirements were identical for all applications;
tl;e most severe were related to the satellite capture and retrieval scenario. The ,_
following paragraphs summarize some of the major design requirements estab-
lished from these analyses.
Figure 2 identifies the potential satellite retrieval opportunity market
for the decade commencing in 1983. These requirements reflect the needs of
satellite programs which are currently approved or in planning (exclusive of
DoD and Sortie Missions) as defined within the Satellite and Services User _,
Model (S/SUM). The model was developed within the Satellite Services System
Analysis Study. i
SATELLITESDIRECTLYREACHABLEBY ORBITER
SATELLITE NUMBER OF EARLIEST
MASS (KG) RETRIEVAL EVENTS TIME FRAME
UP TO 1000 KG 12 1986
1000- 2500 KG 9 1983
2500- 5000 KG 18 1965
SO00.11,000 KG 16 1987
> 11.000 KG 19 1987
SATELLITES WITH LEO PROPULSION
UP TO 1000 KG 8 1986
1000,2600 KG 38 1996
2600- 5000 KG 33 1904
*APPROVED OR PLANNED SATELLITE PROGRAMS ONLY
09115-002D
Fig.2 blmllite*RetrlevelRequirements(19031993)
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Satellite retri_.val needs are shc, wn groupe( in terms _:f satellite m_ss and "i/i earliest need date because of their impcJrtance to P_,Vl sizing _h_racteristies and
system development schedules. As noted, for satellites w:flch are directly i
reachable by th_ Orbi'_er, satellite retrieval needs in terms of mass are distrib-
uted in groups up to 2500 kg, 2500 to 5000 kg, and 5000 kg to 11, 000 kg. Retrieval
of satellites with a mass greater than 11,000 kg shown in Fig. 3 represent retrie-
val of Science Application Space Platforms (SASP) and 25 kw Power Modu.es
which are not representative of conventional type satellites. Consequently, the
study did not address the needs of these missions.
Satellites which are placed into their final orbit with the aid of propul-
sion stages are also shown becaase many may be designed to transfer themselves
to lower orbi_ which can be reached by the Orbiter.
Figure 3 shows the Flight Control Concept selected and baselined for
maneuvering and controlling the POM to and from a satellite station-keeping
within close proximity to the OrbKer. The concept involves a crewman stationed
in the Orbiter Aft Flight Deck equipped with hand controllers and displays flying
the POM to a satellite by remote attitude and translation commands. The pro-
cedure requires the crewman to maintain the POM in inertial attitude hold d_:._mg
approach to the satellite and controlling ":nertial LOS rates with Y- and 7 axis
._ X .....
I
' Z
' _'" _..T VIDEO
i
RANGE I • MAINTAIN MTV iN INEnflAL ATTITUDE HOLDi °'"
! RATE I DURING APPROACH
• CONTROL'4NERTIAL LOSRATES WITH Y I_ X
__ r INt[RTIAL 1 AXIS THRUSTING
L ATTITUDE I • CONT_fJL RANGE RATE WITH X-AXIS THRUSTING
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transh)'Aon. Range rate is controlled with ](-axis translation. This technique
was developed during the Apollo program for use in affecting manual teeminal
rendezvous and docking of the LM to the CSM. Man-in-the-loop simulatton_ have
shown that near minimum 5 V penalties are incurred when controlling tnert':al
LOS rates to within low rates (_+0.2 mrad/see). An additional faetor wbicn im-
pacts the selection of guidance system components needed to implemep.t thla teeh-
'= nique is the non-stringe_lt b:e_v.tial sensor requirements. The g-yre_ _-fft effects
_ occurring within the approximately 15 minutes of flight time h-ve I.i_de impact
on inertial attitude ",'eference accuracy.
Using this. flight control concept, analytic simulatio-'_ #ere p_: f._r_.ed to
establish a A V bndget for satellite retrieval at a range of J Lm. Res',_:.*:-"of
tbe_e studies indicated a /_V budget of 54 ft/see was req_i_.ed for the: POM to
approach the satellite to a stand-off range of 100 ft, man(.uver about t!-,,..=j;_t,.,-
lite for close-in examination, and finally close-in and capture the satelli:,- by _,_
grapple fitting. These analyses also showed a A V buJget of 39 ft/see ww l,,-
quired for the POM to return a satellite within the i_M._ reach of the Orbiter.
Both A V budgets included a 25t contingency allowance.
For these h V requirements, the prop_liant required for a POM to effect
satellite retrieval as a function of satellite ma,,s (to be towed) and POM dry
weight is shown in Fig. 4. The propellant Quantities are based on the use of
400 _"
RANGE. FT
3000_
1000 1 1 _ 11.000
3O0
SATELLITE MASS,
GN2
PROPELLANT 200 _ 11.000WT LB .._. _ _ _ "-"
........ ____..__--- S000
t _2600 :-
I
I . I I 1 | .... |
300 400 600 600 700 800
MTV/POM ORY WFIG.HT,LB
0985-004D
Fig. 4 POM Propellant Weight for btellitl Retrieval
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gaseous nitrogen (GN 2) with an I_,-_f ?C _;_c. 'inisassumption is somewhat
conserv,ltiw,in L_at itrepresents _he low side of GN 2 performance within the
expected temperature control.
Results show. for example, that a propellantquantity of 150-160 Ib of
propellantis required to retrievea satellite5000 kg (LDEF) in mass. Similarly,
a satelliteof 2500 kg stationkeeping at range of 1 km could he retrievedwith
.... j ,_ ,u vf ._uble propellant.
Another subsystem which can significantly impact tile POM configuration
is the Attitude and Translation Control System. Figure 5 identifies the variation
in vehicle characte:istics which must be accommodated, Inertia vario.tions, for
example, can differ by a factor of 100 to 1 when the POM is in free flight, by
itself, as compared with towing a satellite of more than 5000 kg. Similarly, mass
variations can vary over v range of 20 to I when towing satellites up to
11,000 kg as co._,lpared to POM inflight alone. A wide spread in combined cg
locations is also a factor to be accommodated.
w_
I
CG
PROVIDE ROTATION & TRANSLATION COMBINr.O
CONTROL AUTHORITY FOR CG
• INERTIA VARIATIONS OF '_00:1
• MASS VARIATIONS OF _.d:l
• CG VARIATIONS " MTV ALONE
- - MTV/SATE LLITE
tt T_c ¢_,----'--_ :_'_;,_ _v,_ used to define a system configuration.
• Provide a time of flight of not more than 15 minutes for returning a
; _ateUite up to 11,000 kg in mass to the orbiter
! • Consume propellant within A V Budget allocation
• Provide adequate rotational maneuvering response during all
mission phases including satellite berthing, satellite maneuvering,
and satellite hand-off to orbiter. Maneuvers must be executed
: using pure balanced couples about all axis
• Provide adequate translaticnal maneuvering response to recover from
! trajectory dispersions during all phases. Translation maneuvers
shall not induce rotational disturbances in presence of wide cg
variations.
• Other subsystems considered included communications, TV systems, and
Power Supply and Distribution.
Thp ,'cmm,,ications system requirements were based on the use of a
_i_dlcated system for transmitting real time commands from the orbiter to the
POM and transmitting telemetry data, video, POM status data, and command ver-
ifications from the POM to the orbiter. Television is to be provided via analog
wideband FM modulation. Data transmission ,viii use omni directional antenna
:, coverage on the POM and hemispheric (Orbiter Cooperative) from the Orbiter at
a range up to one nautical mile.
Design requirements for the POM TV system were based on its usage as
a navigation aid during the trajectory approach and for use in satellite
examination.
Thus, the TV system is required to acquire targets at low light levels
at a range up to 1 km and include a variable field of view with zoom, iris, and
focus control. It is vlso required to provide high quality black and white imagery
at ranges from 25 ft to 3000 ft.
Power requirements were determined by evaluating energy usage over
the mission timelines for each of the system applications. Results showed that
'_ the mission driver was retrieval of uncooperative satellites, requiring approxi-
mately 1200 watt-hrs of energy and requiring a capacity of approximateb, _
amp-hrs. Peak current was estimated at 50 amps.
UNMANNED POM SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
The overallapproach used tc aevelop the POM configurationwas to de-
finea baselinecore module wh%h can be integrated with add-on kitsto support
the complement of missic_._dpplications.The baselinecore module willinclude
common subsyster_ _Izedto incorporate growth in system capabilitywhere mis-
sion requirc':'.:_ntsdictate. Add-on kits would includethe mission unique capa-
bilitic_which couhl be brought on-linein a time frame consistentwith their
nussion needs.
1983002928-042
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Figure 6 illustrates the overall design and general equipment arrange--
ment selected for the core module. Where possible, major subsystems were
organized into component gt'oupings for ease in maintenance and refurbishment.
For example, one side wall contained the power supply and distribution system
with room provided for a second 40 amp-hr battery. The top panel was used to
. mount the communications system components. The second side wall was used
to support the G&C components. The bottom surface was used to mount the
p_ssive berthing docking mechanisms. The front face was used to mount the TV
system. Additional room was provided for the extendable mast and stow can-
nister (kit 3). These components are to be interfaced with the TV system in
accordance with specified dimensions.
-:p
J
Overall size of the core module measures 44 in. W x 29 in. H x 35 in. L.
System weight, including subsystems, is estimated at 407 lb including a 155
contingency.
RUNNINGLIGHTTRANSMITTER (2)
-: COMMUNICATION_ _ _- "_._f__ "_,_1 _-._.e'
,ANAL _ / RATERADAR
TV CAMERA
BATTERY121_'-
0gaS-006D ,,,
Fig. 6 Untanned POM Cot, Module
Figure 7 shows a composite of add-on kits which can be integrated with
the core module to perform the complement of mission applications.
Kit 1 consists of a sinai! propulsion kit for use in satellite examination
and smaller payload retrieval. The kit contains two 20 in. spherical tanks,
which hold approximately 86 lb of useable propellant, and the control system
thrusters. The thrusters are arranged in quads mounted to uach corner. The
!
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Fig. 7 POM Add.On Kit_
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width and height of the kit are sized identical to the colz module so as to appear
as one continuous module. The overall vehicle size with core module attached
is 44 in. W x 29 in. H x 58 in. L and weighs approximately 675 lb (including
contingency). This configuration is capable of p_rfo._h_g two satellite missions
or retrieve a satellite up to 2500 kg at a range of up to 1 kin. It could also pro-
vide a A V of 10C ft !z_c for maneuvering a 500 kg payload about the orbiter for
sortie experiment flights.
Kit 2 contains two 28 in. diameter spherical tanks which provide about
175 lb of useable GN 2 propellant. Also contained within the kit is an aft facing
i TV camera which is used for navigating the POM to the Orbiter while satellite
towing. Four 101 in. deployable thruster booms, each carrying a thruster quad
i mounted to the end, provide the attitude and translation control authority re-
•_ quired for satellite towing. The boom length was sized to minimize thrust loss
due to impingement for satellites as larage as 15 ft in diameter.
Also incorporated is kit 3, the snare end effector, which is attached to
an extendible boom and used for satellite grapt:ling. Overall size of this con-
figuration measures 76 in. W x 29 in. H x 66 in. L and is estimated at 1110 lb.
This configuration is used to retrieve satellites up to 5000 kg at a range of up
to 1 km. It could also be used for larger payload sortie missions providing a
AV of 100 ft/sec for 1000 kg experiment packages. Not shown is kit 2A which
incorporates four 28 in. aiameter tanks and which can be used to retrieve pay-
loads up to 11000 kg at 1 km.
Also shown in Fig. 7 is kit 4 manipulator system integrated with the
core module and propulsion kit 2. The manipulator arms, each 5 ft in length,
are mounted to the front face of the core module to provide full access to the
work site. The arms store along the core module side panels within the thruster
boom stowage envelope. An extendible stabilizer is used to secure the POM to
the work site. The kit also includes a tilt and pan television system with two
additional lights mounted to the front face.
Figures 8 and 9. show artist's renderings of the unmanned POM (kit
2 t 3 configuration) during satellite capture and towing operations. Figure 8
depicts the POM about to capture the LDEF sate]life by its grapple fitting.
Figure 9 shows the POM towing the LDEF to the Orbiter.
Figure 10 shows the unmanned POM as it is stowed in the orbiter
payload bay at its flight zupport station. It is deployed and berthed using the
RMS and can be readily carried with a near full complement of payloads.
i
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MANNED POM - REQUIREMENTS/CONFIGURATION
i
t
t The manned POM concept, which utilizes the MMU for maneuvering isi
_ a free flying work station capable of performing several mission operations. As
such, the major requirements are to provide a crew man with a foot restraint
system which will attach to various types of surfaces and, after attachment, will
provide access to a large work zone. The system should also be capable of
capturing and maneuvering satellites and transporting small modules in or abc'.,t
the orbiter payload bay.
The design approach used to meet these requirements was to develop a
baseline core vehicle work station which would accept various attachment mech-
anisms suited to the specific application. Figure 11 depicts the baseline work
station conf_bruration which was developed to perform the ident._fied mission ap-
,. plications. It consists of an aluminum frame structure with attachment mechan-
isms for holding the MMU to the work station. These attaching devices are
identical to those used to hold the MMU to the payload bay Flight Support
Station.
A control handle on either side of the frame actuates the pivot mechan-
isms on each supporting assembly. The astronaut is held to the module by these
attachment points.
The front face of the frame has been designed with a minimum of frontal
structure to provide maximum access to the work site. The foot restraint is a
fixed platform which tile astronaut stands on while working.
; Also shown in Fig. 11 is the stabilizer add-on kit which attaches to the
" bottom centerline of the foot restraint platform. The stabilizer consists of four
connected links which can pivot ±90 degrees and which attach to the underside
of the work station. The astronaut flies up to the satellite and attaches the end
effector to an appendage. He can then position h_mself to the work zone for
optimum reach and visibility. Actuation of controls on his right-hand panel will
rigidize the links in the stabilizer, holding the work station in a fixed position.
He can then step forward of his MMU onto the work platform.
An artist's rendering showing a crewman repairing hang-up of a satel-
lite appendage is depiected in Fig. 12. The crewman is shown released from the
MMU and held by the foot restraint to provide him with unobstructed access to
the work zone available within his immediate frontal projection.
Figure 13 shows application of the MMU/Work Station for use in Orbiter
examination. The astronaut is shown removing samples of tank insulation which
can be returned to earth for analysis. In this application, an attachment kit
consisting of two barbed petons and a bumper pad are incorporated with the
work station. The petons penetrate and grab into the external tank insulation
material and hold the work station firmly attached to the tank. A bumper pad
which attaches to the lower part of the core module provides a third point to
distribute astronaut applied loads thru the core vehicle to the external tank.
Two containers are included to store sample returns and carry hand tools which
may be required at the work site. The total kit weight is estimated at 25 lb.
14
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Retrievalofsatellitesatdlsta:Icesup to 1000 ftfromthe orbitercan
alsobe accomplishedby a manned POM, For thisuse, the work stationis
equippedwithan extendablemastand a._RMS end-effectorthatismounted
toa supportstructure.
The astronautflieswiththe snareend-effectorina forwardposition
during satelliteengagement and inan aftpc,sitionduringsatelliteowingopera-
tions.An astronautwould flythe manned,POM tothe satellite,captureitvia
the RMS-compatiblegrapplefixture,and tow the satelliteowithinthe reach
distanceofthe RMS.
[
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Fig.12 MMU/Work 8tmtk)n- Bad(upfor SatelliteAppendap Hengu.m
Figure 14 show_ the manned POM "flying-in" the end effector to engage
the satellite's grapple fixture. As most of the major hardware elements for this
concept exist or are in late st._ges of development, the manned POMcould be a
more readily available approach for near-term satellite retrieval rr,issions.
le
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Figure 15 shows a manned POM towhlg a spacecraft to the orbiter. Via
, the flight control _apabilities of the MMU, the astronaut would stabilize/position
i the satellite within the reach distance of the OrbiterVs RMS arm. The POM would
then detach itself from the satellite's grapple fixture to allow the RMS to capture
the satellite. Following capture, the RMS would place the satellite on a Tilt
Table or Handling and Positioning Aid to enable on-orbit servicing.
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Fig.16 Mannedwo'dmity OperationsMn:;ule- Satellite/Retrieval
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The development of manned and unmanned POMs can significantly en-
hance the _rbiter's capabilitiesand efficiency to operate in space (Fig. 16).
Both systems can he developed within the current technology base using off the
shelf equipments and brought on line with minimum development.
!
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• MTV/PROXIMITY OPERATICNS MODULE OFFERS THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS
": "'" - NON-CONTAMINATING RETRIEVAL
- MINIMUM ORBITER RCS USEAGE FOR CLOSE PROXIMITY OPERATIONS
- EXPANDS SATELLITE CAPTURE POTENTIAL BEYOND RMS CAPABILITIES
- SORTIE EXPERIMENT MISSION APPLICATIONS
• MMU/WORK STATION OFFERS THE FOLLOWING CAPABILITIES
FOR NOMINAL AND CONTINGENCY OPEF_ATIONS
- WORK STATION ADAPTABLE TO VARIOUS SITES
- TRANSPORTER OF SMALL PAYLOAD MOOULE_ _O WORK SITES
- PROXIMITY OPERATIONS MODULE FOR SATELLITE CAPTURE
AND RETRIEVAL ..... SATELLITE _ ABILIZATION
- RMS BACKUP FOR SATELI.:'/E DEPLOYMENT _ !
!
• DEVELOPMENT OF MA.%NED AND UNMANNED POM'S ARE :
BOTH TECHNIC&LLY AND ECONOMICALLY ATTRACTIVE
- CAN B:. DEVELOPED WITH IN CURRENT TECHNOLOGY BASE USING
CFF-THE-SHELF EQUIPMENTS
- MINIMIZES OEVELOPI ,_NT COSTS
- OFFERS AFFORDABLE GROWTH
0985-016D
Fig. 16 Conclusions
An unmanned POM can be used to examine/retrieve satellites at a range
up to I km from the orbiter with mi,_imum eontomination to satellite usexs and th_
orbiter. It could be readily integrat I into the orbiter payload bay with little
impact to cargo manifesting, and sig_- F_c_ntly conserve RCS propellant for l',se
in scientific and on-orbit experim_,t operations. It also provides a re-usr.Dle
vehicle from which an assortn_ent of sortie experiment flights can be flown.
The manned POM also provides a number of _nission functions ,vhich can
improve both nominal and contingeney operations. It can serve as _ free flying
work station capable of attaching to various locations in or about the payload bay.
It can be used to maneuver replacement modules during on-orbit satellite ser-
vicing and perform back-up to the RMS in the event of RMS system malfunctions.
Because of the wide utility offered by both unmanr_,_d and manned POMs,
it is recommended that e_rly system development for both equipments be
undertaken.
" kl i_ "
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Space operations in the late 1980s and early 1990s will require semi-automatic
docking and berthing mechanisms with supporting automatic umbilicals. Long life
satellites and payloads, such as the 25 kW Power System, will require special
services to be supplied across the interface umbilical to accommodate the various
multiple, replaceable payloads. Required operational features of the umbilical a-'e
expected to be a remotely controlled mate/demate, a manual override as backup,
numel_us cycle connect/disconnect durability, and a continuous five-year opera-
tional life with on-orbit maintenance ana repair capability utilizing current Or-
biter Replaeemcnt Unit (ORU) technology.
In a specific application to the 25 kW Power System, the umbilical services
will include transfer of nominal 25 kW of electrical power, heat rejection through
a fluid transfer loop, various commands and signals for effecting control, data
transfer, and communication services to any mated single or multiple payload
which also enables extension of mission time.
The complex mission requirements resulted in selecting a total of 14 electri-
cal connectors that included eight power connectors, four signal connectors,
a_d 2 coax connectors. To meet fluid transfer requirements, two one-half inch
diameter line connectors were selected to hapdle fluid pressures up to 3000 psi.
These requirements led to a large platen (12 inches by 22 inches) with self-
" aligning devices, a free-floating, self-alignin_ ram sys',em, manual and emer-
gency release systems, and ORU capabilities. The _,'b_',_! repair, replacement,
and maintenance consideration strongly governed it.-, ,__. gn and led to a system
configuration consisting of two major ORU assemt'i.::.,
To demonstrate the design capability, a prc:et._,: ,- umbilical was built and a
series of preliminary operational tests were perf.,La_¢._' and documented.
1
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SPACECRAFT AUTOMATIC UMBILICAL SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
Space operations in the l_te 1930s and early 1990s will require semiautomatic
docking and bcrthinff mechani,_ms witil supporting automatic umbilicals. Long-
life satellite and Sp::ce Z3Jluttle payloads, such as the 25 kW Power System, will
require special serxdces to be supplied across the interface to accommodate the
various multiple replaceable subsatellites. To provide" the necessary capabilities,
NASA MSFC is..-ued a set c." requirements, and then awarded a study to Lockheed
Missiles & Space Company, Inc. (LMSC), to first conceptually define _.n appro-
priate berthing technique and then to compictc a prototype design of an auto-
marie umbilical system suitable for use with payloads carried by the Space
Shuttle.
After considering a variety of docking" concepts, a four-clement berthing
system was selected, ns is shown in Fi?4. ]. This coneept eonsists of a set of
four remote manipul:Aor systc:m (R.US)-type end-effector capture/tie-down
devices on the po:ve'_, system and corr,..._ponding 1,.,lo-type zrapple fittings on
the payload. In operation, the E.',iS tuazleuvvrs the pvyload to a position where
the h_ur grapple fdt,.'ngs can be ,.:noted within the end-eft'corers and tl:en se-
cured to the power system. The. co_,ccpt takes advnnt_ge of mceh_'misms and op-
erating tecnniques developed for attaching tl_e R?,IS to a payload.
The umbilical installation is shov:n in Figs. 2 and 3. Although it is attached
to the doeldn_" iat,;rfo.ec structure, its operation is independent and it must
comply with the i'o!lowin_';" set of primary requirements specified by Marshall
"t _I? •Space Flight Center (.,l..,, C):
• The umbilical shall contain:
2 12.7-ma_ self-sealing qu_ck-disconnects for use i;ith 3000-psi
(gaseous nitro!;'e_t) fll.ucl lines
8 Four-pin electrical connectors, -_hell size 40
4 Sixty-pin electrical connectors, shell size ,36
2 Sixty-pin electrical connector.,', shell size 24
2 Coaxial connectors, shell sire 20
• Angular misaliga_ment : _*3°, c_rrier-to-plate
• Maximum travel from retracted lock position to carrier plate: 6 inches !
• Umbilical: floating, nonload carrying
• Mating: a scpar_t,: function, but may be simultaneous with docking
I
i • Marine" _tr,.i dc:natint,r: by remote command, backed by extrave_clar
• i activity (EVA) and/or pyrotechnics
-i
!
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• Operating life:100-cycle
• Repairableor orbitalreplaceableunits (ORUs)
In tile discussions which follow, the general ch;_racteristics of tile umbilical
' system are described, followed by detailed descriptions of each individual mech-
:_ anista.
U,dBILI_,_L GENERAL CONCEPT
The required set of connectors is mounted on rigidplatensin the configura-
tionshown in Fig. 4. Two platens, facingeach other,constitutea remotelycon-
trolled mating'/demating interface. One platen is fixed rigidly to the spacecraft
: frame while the other is movable upon command. One tide has its connectors in
floating mounts to allow for manufacturing tolerances, differential thermal ex-
pansion, and misalignments. The overall installation includes the ORU provisions,
wltieh requires two more pc.it of secondary platens, and is shown in Fig. 5. The
complete systen) thus consists of six platens. Two platens at the two ORU inter-
faces are passive: one mounted on the p_wer sys:em and the other on the pay-
load. Their counterparts ar_, respective!y, on the two on-orbit replaceable as-
semblies: the movab!e platen assembly and ',he slave platen assembly. These two
sets of hand-conncctefl platens provide the ORU interconnect capabilities of tl_e
umbilical system. Th,.':se cnabl,, removal of either assembly one at a time or both
asscmblier; as t, unit, with the umbilical platen connected as shown in Fig'. 5. A
schematic of the system is given in Fig. 6 to clarify the geometry and identify
the primary component r:omenclature. The umbilical system thus consists of t_vo
assemblies incorporating two sets of secondary platens, a slave platen and a
movable platen.
DETAILS OF MECIIANISMS
Eighteen different mechanisms, as shown in Table I, are necessary to per-
form all the funetion_ required for the operation of tl_is automatic umbilical. Com-
pliance with the ORU requirements dictates that all powered mechanisms must
also be manually operable within the working capabilities of an astronaut in EVA.
Addition'qly, the operation of the ram system, which connects the movable platen
to the slave plalcn, must not apply a reaction/separation force to the docking
system. An external r:,m system, as shown in Fi_. 7(a) would transfer the in-
sertion load via a long and elastic path through the docking system. Such an ar-
rangement is obviously unsatisfactory inasmuch as it would be conducive to poor
control of the umbilical operation and could lead to inadvertent separation of the
connectors in case of spacecraft disturbances. A short rigid load path, indepen-
dent of structure and docking interface, is shown in Fig. 7(b). It is the solution
that has been adopted. Its mode of operation (shown in Fig. 8) requires driving
the specially threaded end of the Sag-thaw ram scx.ew into the securing nut with
sufficient guidance so that cross-threading will not occur. Rotation of the
Saffinaw nut then completes the umbilical interconnect operation. Reversal of the
sequence separates ti_e umbilical and secures the movable platen in the stowed
position with a suitable preload.
' The ram mechanism is shown in Fi_. 9. This device is based on the use of a
Saginaw screw and ball bearing' nut, each of wlfieh is driven separately by worm
) screw and gear arrangements. Two such units are mounted under the movable
platen. One unit is motorized and drives the other by means of two standard chains
3
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and sprockets. Operating tile _crew drive moves the screw with respect to the
platen; operoting the nut drive moves the platen along the screw. The two units
: are connected by ch:zin guards designed to resist the chmn loads and protect the
umbilical cabling. T,',mse are shown in Fig. 10.
The movable platen is mounted in a frame as _;lown in Fig. 11. It is guided
_ by rollers at each end and rests on four adjustable posts when stowed. When
disconnected from the tie-down nuts, it is free to rise within the limits of the
cabling and has ±6. ,l-ram clearance fore and aft, and laterally. These clearances
also provide significant rotational freedom about the three axes so that a rcai-
istic range of docking position tolerances can be accommodated.
: To prevent possible connector misalignments, one of each connector-socket
pair is elastically mounted with 3 degrees of l reedom: two axial and one rotational
as shown In Fig. 12. Centering is provided by springs or by strips of elastomers.
The flange rests on a teflon pad to minimize friction forces. Typical installation
of a size 40 connector is shown in Fig. 13. It should be noted that the two shells
are dcsi_,_ledto self-centerbefore the pins contact theirsockets. A guiding key-
way (not shown) ensures proper indexing" by forcing the socket-side shell to ro-
tate agaiust its centering springs. Figure 14 shows the centering precision that
: can be expected at various stages of umbilical connection. Tlle precision drops
from t3 mm at docking to _+0.,1 mm at shell insertion; and then to normal pin
clearance at pin insertion. This design approach should ensure safe and repeat-
able pin insertion in the specified 100-cycle operations,
MISCELLANEOUS MECHANISMS
A number of secondary mechanisms are required to._ (I) guide the movable
platen, (2) secure the movable platenframe assembly and the slave assembly, (3)
provide positionin_gu:'dancefor ORU removal or insertionof these units,and (4)
ensure positivelockingof allremovable components employing EVA astronaut ca-
pabilitiesaided by a standard ll.ll-mm (7/16-in.)hexagonal socket driver.
Figure 15 shows the typicalconfigurationof the movable platen guide system.
It consistsof aluminum channels used as tracks and sets of two deh-inrollers
having diameters 6.4 mm smallerthan the track width. This system provides also
a +3.2-ramlateralfreedom.
Figure 16 shows the g'cneralarrangement of the movable platentie-down sys-
tem. The system consi_,tsof a pmr of anglo tracks with centering ramps so that
the EVA astronaut needs only to set the unit within the track and push itin place
over the ram pin. The ,.'amechanism shown in Fig. 17 consistsof a specialcen-
tering pin and clamp with a high mechanicaladvantage linkage driven by a worm
gear mechanism. Thus, with littleffort,an EVA astronaut can connect the sec-
ondary platens;or conversely, safelydisconnect them. A simple lock device is
added at the corners of the frame for ,i_dity and to relievepossibleloadson the
secondary ram system. Itis alsodesigned for simple manual operation.
Figure 18 shows the tie-down arrangement of the slave platen. The platen ram
system is identicalto that of Fig, 1'7.The frame lock-pinis considered a neces-
sityin thiscase to avoid having thi._unit cantileveredon the ram pin. _'itl',._ at the
side lock-pin,itwould be difficulto maintainthe closeplaten _lig'nmentrequired
for correct threading of the Saginaw screw ends of the main _,_msystem.
4
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Protective doors are used to guard against debris and to prevent accidental
damage to the connectors when the umbilical is in the stowed position. These
doors are required both on the movable and on the slave platen sides. The doors,
mounted on telescopictracks as shown in Fig. 19, are driven by electricmotors.
Only the movable-platendoor is powered. Thr slave door has a catch by means
of which itis pushed open by the other door. A spring device ensures itsclosure.
This approach is taken.because the payload may be passive with no access to its
controlsystem untilthe umbilicalis connected.
Figure 20 shows the installationof the power drive unitson the movable
platen ram system. They are attached to the sideof the chain guard and drive
the worm gears through reduction drives. A typicalpower drive unitis shown
in Fig. 21. Itconsistsof two electricmotors (for redundancy) driving a reduc-
ing gear trainof specifiedratio.The motors are mounted in spring-loaded
sockets, with theirpinions meshing the main gear..In case of failure,a motor can
be partiallywithdrawn (out of mesh) or removed and replaced by a new one. Cur-
rent would be supplied to these motors through the sockets so thatan EVA astro-
naut can p]ug _nd unplugs"them when servicingthe umbilical.The totalumbilical
system requires three to iour power units (sixto eight motors), l
ANCILLARY DESIGN FEATURES
The electricpower cables specifiedfor the large connectors are multistrand
size "O." Their outer diameter is closeto 12 "am, which necessitatess_ccialpre-
forming to enable assembly of the p]aten cabling"configurationas shown in Fig. 22.
! llowcver, a more practicalapproach may be obt_ned usin7 the configurationof
Fig. 23, which willmost likelybe used for the flexfluidhoses. A totalof 32 No. O
: cables isto be installed,plus 4 bundles of 61 smallcables and 2 large coa.,dal
cables.
In case of emer?.'ency,such as pin seizure,main power fMlure, or jettisonof
payload to protectthe crew, itmay be neces_:aryto separate the umbilicalplaten
forciblyand/or quiei:ly.This can be achieved by usin_ proteehnie separation
nuts for releasingthe Sa_4naw rods and separationactuatorsas shown in Fig. 24.
Ti_eiJ_,rotechnicb ]!o,,,_motors have the advanta_'eof providing a large threein
a compact volume, and they do not releaseany contaminants, i_ecausethey are
mounted on the slave platen, they willbe accessiblefor replacement by an EVA
astronaut.
The electricalsystem consistsof power supply to the electricmotors and
wiring for a set of positionsensors (microswitches)to provide for a status read-
out for each function.A typicalsetup suitablefor ground testingis shown in
Fig. 25. It requires four command switches:doors, screws, platen,and emer-
gency release.
INormally tl_rcepower units.A fourth m_y be needed to provide proper door
tracking.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
An umbilical system design has been completed that incorporates all the
: features speeifi_,d for a power system-to-payload interconnect capability, A proof-
of-concept prototype of the umbilical system has been built to determine experi-
mentally the stfitability of the threading clmracteristics of the ram mechanism
, and to verify freedom from cross-threadin3".It willalso be used to measure con-
_ nector insertionloads, firstin an ambient laboratoryenvironment and laterin a
space-simulatedenvironment (thermal-vacuum chamber). Laboratory ambient
testingis being performed by the engineering staffand students at San Jose
State UniveL'sity.}
: The following lfighlight key conclusions derived from the study:
1. Berthing systems that utilize the RMS can be simplified by using RMS
targets, closed-circuit TV cameras, tie into the RMS control system, and grapple-
: fixture and end-effector-like capture and secure mechanisms.
2. To effect a remotely controlled umbilical interconnect in proximity with a
manned spacc¢'raft and to provide for EVA backup and ORU mainten'mee capabili-
ties, 18 different mechanisms are found to be necessary.
3. The weight impact of providing for ORU capability in a large multiple con-
nector umbilical system was found to be in the order of +60 percent.
6
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SLAVE PLATEN
ASSE_,IBLY
MOVABLE PLATEN
'-_ _ _ ASSEMBLY
Figure 2. Berthhlg and Umbilical Installation
PAYLOAD
POWERSYSTEM
Figure3. UmbilicalPriorto Connection
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:1 TEST UNIT MANUFACTUREAND TEST
iI Engagement of the ram screws in the securing nuts was Judged as the mostcritical feature of umbilical mec anism performance. Accor ingly, the pre-
I
i
I prototype test unit was manufactured mainly to test this feature. However,
_i the unit was also made to be capable of incorporation of other elements of
:' the mechanism shoul_ future mechanism or test elaboration be required.
Some substitutions were found necessary because of extensive lead times,
unavailability_ or cost for certain items. In additlonj bee=use of
connector delivery problems, it was decided to tesL with connectors in only
eight of the platen connector seats. This configuration was regarded as
suitable as it filled all of the No. 40 shell platen connector locations and
resulted in testing heavy connector pin engagement in the most critically
misaligned positions for such pins. Nothing was available to simulate the
force-deflection characteristics of the Fairchild-Stratos partially pressure-
compensated couplings on which umbilical mechanism design was based. This
problem was solved by the design and use of elastomeric spring assemblies
to si=ulate the 3000-spi fluid coupling force-deflectlon characteristics. |
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The test unit consisted essentially of a slave (fixed platen; a ram-driven
movable platen in its frame; the rams, drive chatnsp and chain guards;
electrical connectors_ cabling, spring assemblies (to simulate the fluid
coupling loads); and.incidentals. For the test project, special torque-
ltmlted drive motors with manual controls were mounted on the movable platen
idrive remand a two-piece test frame made In which the upper piece provided
a fixed support for the upper (fixed) platen and the lower piece provided a
fixed base for mounting of the movable platen c,_ntatnment/guide frame. This
general test arrangement is shown in Ftg._6,
Aside from calibration and shake-down tests, the test project consisted of
•operating the umbilical mechanism through connector engagement/disengagement
cycles under various conditions of alignment.
For tests, the upper (slave or "fixed") platen was clamped In a reference
position on the upper platen support (see FIEo_6), the null reference
position being one in which the uppe_ platen and the lower movable platen i
were essentially parallel in thr_e dlrectton_ (along acrossm and perpendicular
to the platen face). Mtsaltgnments were then produced by translating or
rotating the upper "fixed" platen with respect to its null position on the
upper platen support.
1983002928-089
i• The umbilical system was exercised through a minimum of fifty complete cycles.
Test data were acquired in a number of conditlons, namely: on center, 1/8 inch
displacement in X direction, 1/8 inch displacement in Y direction, 1 1/2 deg
rotation about X axis, and 1 1/2 deg rotation about Y axis. In all cases, screw
thread engagement was achieved with no difficulty and minimal forces.
o
The on center and linear displacement tests produced full engagement of all
electrlcal connectors with very low engagement forces (i00 Ib =oral force
order of magnitude). The maximum system load varied between 2150 and 2800 ib,
simulating the hydraulic load. This load was uniformly distributed between
the two screws. The applied motor torque varied between 38 in-lb and 45 in-lb
(motor stall torque), and compares with a calculated 29.4 Inch-pounds_ and a
maKimum allowable EVA requirement of 60 inch-pounds (for manual operation).(FlG.28_k
The angular rotation tests about the X axis (i 1/2 deg rotation about the long
L
edge of the platen) were similar to the previously described linear displacement
tests except that the fixed platen and the moving platen did not align satls-
factorily. All electrical connectors made contact, but those far distant
from the avis of rotation were not fully engaged.
The loading an the screw threads was asymme_rlc, reflecting the differential
compression of the hydraulic luad simulators. The maximum load on a slngle
screw was approximately _2_0 ib (far in excess of design requirements) with
no observable deleterious effects. (F'[_ Z_ Q
4
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Upon review of the design, it was decided that the difficulties encountered
in mating the initially inclined (at ] 1/2 deg) platens could be surmounted in
at least two ways: i) mount the movable platen guide and containment fr_'e
in a simple gimbal system, and 2) use a ball screw "pilot" £ead which w_uld
- provide more torque on the movable platen during initial ball screw contact
and which hence would remove the initial misalignment prior to full _ngagement
of the Acme thread portion of the ball screw with the securing nut. A gimbal
system between the platen and frame my also be required in order to meet the
+3° alignment requirement. Neither of these 2 design changes have been incor-
: porated into the hardware.
I
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SPACE OPERATIONS CENTER APPLICATIONS OF
SATELLITE SERVICE EQUIPMENT
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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses satellite servicing requirements for a continuoualy manned
Space Operations Center (SOt). Applications for Orbiter developed servi_e equipment
are described, together with representative satellite servicing operations for use on SOC.
This paper is based on recent work performed for NASA/JSC under contract to Boeing,
on the SOC System Analysis Extension Study (P.O. K63591), and on related work performed
under Grumman IRtD.
INTRODUCTION
Recent studies on satellite servicing near the Orbiter (Ref. 1 and 2)" have
identified a broad range of services which could be made available to the satellite
user community. These services cover the full mission cycle from orbital deployment
to on-orbit maintenance/repair and, everltually, removal from orbit. An orbiting base,
such as the SOC, will be able to provide many of the same services at less cost than
the Space Shuttle transportation system. The SOC will add a new dimension to these
services since they can be decoupled from Shuttle launch delays, performance
constraints and Orbiter availability limitations.
SOC SATELLITE SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
The SOC concept provides a spaceport for extending satellite services be-
yond its 400 km altitude, 28.5 ° inclined orbit. Several modcs for using SOC to ser-
vice satellites are illustrated in Fig. 1. The SOC is used as a transportation mode for
the domination of orbits which includes: assembly and deployment of satellites; on-
orbit support of attached and retrieval payloads; and as a base for tn-aitu servicing
of remote satellites in LEO and GgO. Since the SOC is decoupled from ground launch
constraints, it can provide on-demand service to examine and repair satellite random
failure situations. The probability of random failure prior to end of mission or
scheduled maintenance for observatory class satellites couid be as high as 201. The
SOC can also support the build up of large systems in orbit, such as an IR inter-
ferometer in LEO, a cosmic coherent optical system for GEO or, perhaps, a new large
interplanetary spacecraft,
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_ Servicing missions for the SOC includes those satellites which are in orbit
and require periodic tending for continued operations, as well as those satellites
i i which are ready for initial launch into orbit. Tended satellites attached
encompass
i: payloads, co-orbiting, and remote accessible satellites. Co-orbiting satellites include
those which station keep with SOC, those that are iltitially in the same orbital plane
• ; and similar altitude (within _100 km) and those that are trar.sferred to SOC by a pro-
_i pulsion stage. Remote accessible satellites oovers those too distant or impractical to
return to SOC, but which are accessible for servicing in-situ from a manned/remote
teleoperated service stage.
: The types of service operations that can be performed on SOC are shown in
, Fig. 2 and are keyed to the respective missions. Many of the co-orbiting satellite
• services are the same as those required for attached payloads. Much of the equipment
required to perform these service operations have been previously identified in
: sateLLite service studies and some are already under development. While most of these .
; service operation_ can be performed with the Shuttle Orbiter, the SOC can also offer
other services. These services include on-orbit assembly of large systems, mating of
large upper stages and the option for on-orbit storage of satellite hardware if
pre-deployment test and checkout fails.
TEND SAT. LAUNCH
: REMOTE LOW HIGH
ATTACHED CO-ORBITING ACCESSIBLE ENERGY ENERGY
SERVICE OPERATIONS PAYLOADS SATELLITES SATELLITES ORBIT ORBIT
EXAMINATION • • •
RETRIEVAL •
MAINTENANCE/REPAIR • • •
RESUPPLY • • •
RE CONFIGURATION • • •
ON-ORBIT ASSEMBLY • •
MATE UPPER STAGES •
TEST & CHECKOUT • • • • •
ON-ORBIT STORAGE • • •
DEPLOY • • •
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Fig.2 SOCSatelliteServiceMissions
CO-ORBITING SATELLITE RETRIEVAL METHODS
Three strategies for eetrieving co-orbiting satellites, for maintenance/
resupply/reconfiguration at SOC, are shown in Fig. 3. The requirements imposed on
SOC will vary in accordance with the proximity or relative position of each co-orbiting
satellite to SOC and the sateliite's orbit adjust capabilities. In the first retrieval
scenario, the satellite is shown to be in the same orbit (altitude and inclination) where
it keeps station with SOC. In this situation, the satellite could either be a free flyer,
whieh can be controlled by SOC, or any sa$.ellite which operates under ground control,
When free flying vehicles return to berth or to operate in close proximity to SOC,
they will be controlled by the SOC. For on-orbit safety, ground controlled satellites
wou}d not be flown in the final docking maneuver to SOC. Nor |s it practical to
maneuver the SOC toward the satellite for terminal acquisition. Instead, final satel-
ite retrieval is accomplished by a proximity operations module (POM) which can be
readily deployed and controlled from the SOC.
I .
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• SATELLITE ALLOWED TO DRIF1 FROM SOC
• VSS RETRIEVESSATELLITE
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_ Fig. 3 Strategies for Retrieving Co-Orbiting Satellites
i
i Many satellites will not actively station keep with SOC but will be allowed to
decay in altitude and drift out-of-plane. If the satellite has an orbital maneuvering
system, as shown in the second scenario, it could be used to adjust its alUtude so
: that it will drift back toward SOC when it is time for maintenance. A SOC controlled
POM can then retrieve these satellites as before. On the other hand if the satellite
does not have an orbit adjust capability, it will continue to drift out-of-plane from
SOC, as shown in the third scenario. The latter satellite must be retrieved by a more
capable vehicle, such as a versatile service stage, which can rendezvous, dock and
transport the satellite back to 8OC. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate alternative vehicles
which can be used to retrieve co-orbiting satellites from SOC.
Figure 4 shows two different POM concepts, manned and unmanned. Both
concepts use an extendible mast with an RMS end effector to snare the satellite. The
manned POMis an adaptation of the Manned Maneuvering Unit/Work Restraint Unit
(MMU/WRU) which was developed by Grumman for Orbiter tile repair mission require-
ments. This is a limited range vehicle, which operates within 300-400 M of SOC. The
MMU/WRU-POMwould be able to tow 2500 kg satellites (similar to Solar Maximum i
Mission) to within reach of the SOC manipulator. The unmanned POM LaB similar I
satellite retrieval capabilities and would be able to operate about 1 km away from SOC, t
This unmanned POM vehicle is an adaptation of the Maneuvering Television Vehicle
" (MTV) being developed at NASA/JSC. The MTV/POM concept shown in Fig. 4, has
been modified with an extendible grappling mast and more control authority for its
non-contaminating cold gas propulsion system. This vehicle would operate via remote
command and control from the SOC crew station.
1983002928-098
Figure 5 shows the versatile service stage (VSS) which is needed for the tran_
fer and return of satellites to and from higher energy low earth orbits. The VSS is
designed to operate with several front-end attachments to satisfy a wide assortment of
mission needs. Included are, a snare end effector on an extendible mast for grapp-
ling satellites rotating at higher rates than that permissible for docking, a docking/
berthing system for attaching to compatible spaceQraft, and manipulators that provide
berthing Qapability to uncooperative or tumbling satellites and debris, VSS is
equipped with a high performanQe propulsion system for performing large delta-V
" maneuvers and a clean-filing cold gas propulsion system for satellite and SOC close
_ proximity operations. An on-orbit refueling _spabUity is also provided, The VSS is
also equipped with TV systems for satellite examination,
i
4
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J • NON,COOPERATIVE SATELLITERETRIEVAL VSS
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Fig. 5 Vemti|e Service Stage (VSS)
L_IANNEDMANEUVERING SERVICING VEHICLE
An all propulsive Manned Orbital Transfer Vehicle (MOTV) :s illustrated in
Fig. 6. This stage and a half design, which is configured for ser_r_cing MMStype
satellites in geosynchronous orbit (Ref. 3), can also be used to se:vice low earth
orbiting satellites which ar_._remote, but yet accessible from SOC. The core stage in
this vehicle has a total propellant capacity of 17,500 kg. Liquid aydrogen and liquid
oxygen propellants are carried within the forward and aft tanks of this core stage,
respectively. Vehicle thrust is provided by two RL10 CAT IIB engines. If needed for
a particular mission, additional propellant is carried in external drop tanks attached
to the side of the core. The drop tanks are si_d for delivery to LEO in the Orbiter
payload bay. As many as four drop tanks can be carried and thus provide 109,086 kg
of added propellax:t. These tanks are usually jettisoned from the stage when empty
and then de-orbited for direct reentry and burn up in the atmosphere. If desired
the tanks could also be designed for LEO return, recovery and reuse. A 2-man crew
capsule, equipped with dexterous manipulators and a satellite grappler, is mounted
forward of the core. The grappler positions the satellite to enhance operator viewing
and to facilitate manipulator servicing operations. These manipulators are bi-lateral
force reflecting type and are operated by a master/slave system within the crew
capsule.
5
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Fig, 6 Manned Orbital Transfer Vehicle
SOC LEO SERVICING REGIONS
Whenever practicalallco-orbitingsatellitesin need ofmaintenance/resupply
shouldbe returnedto theSOC forthatpurpose. Out sizedplatformsof comparable
sizeto SOC should,of course,be servicedin-sit)l.Cost effectivesatellites rvicing
regionsin LEO are shown in Fig. ? forSOC based vehicles.The regionidentifiedfor
serviceat SOC versus servicein-situisbounded by MOTV corestagecapabilitiesfor
halfrange and maximum range payloadretrievalperformsnce,when limitedtoone STS
propellantdeliveryflight.For example,the MOTV half-rangeretrievalcapability
definesthe maximum pla_echange maneuver forbringinga satelliteback to SOC for
servicingand then returningthe satel/iteoitsoriginalorbit. Satellitesbeyond the
MOTV halfrange capabilitycan alsobe returnedto SOC forservicing,ifneeded.
However, itwould be more economicalifthey were servicedin-situ.As shown in the
figure,an MOTV can providein-situserviceto an MMS classsatellitein a 185-km
higherorbitand which isalmost20° out of planewith respectto the SOC. The maxi-
mum payloadretrieverange of the VSS isalsoshown forcomparison.
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Fig.7 LEOSatelliteServicingRegionsforSOCBasedVehides
SOC SATELLITE SERVICING FACILITIES
BoeingVs operational SOC configuration was used as the baseline for satellite
servicing operations. The tracks running around three sides of the two habitat
modules are part of the basic configuration, as are the service modules and transfer
tunnel/docking module shown in Fig. 8.
For satellite servicing operations, a 7.5 m extension pier is added to one arm
of the SOC track system in the direction outboard of the docking module. A handling and
positioning aid (HPA) is mounted on a truss structure at the tip of the pier. An end
effector, suitable for the particular mission, is attached to the tip of the HPA. An EVA
crewman can operate from an open cherry picker (OCP) mounted on a track running
along the HPA arm. A mobile platform runs around the existing track system, as well as
along the extension pier, to locate a twin manipulator system where it is required for the
particular service mission. These manipulators are based on the Shuttle remo_e manipu-
lator system (RMS) and one of them mounts an OCP at its tip, while the other mounts a
standard snare end effector. The EVA crewman on the OCP controls both manipulator
arms and the HPA, each in selective sequence. These facilities can also be controlled
from a station in the SOC habitation module.
Unless self-propelled, free-flying satellites must be brought to SOC by a
propulsion stage. It is necessary to service and refuel these propulsion stages. OTV/
MOTV have their own service hangar but smaller propulsion stages, such as VSS and
POM, are used for close-in retrieval. These require another facility which is located
on the "underside" of the extension pier, as illustrated. A second HPA is mounted on
a truss structure to handle VSS and POM. An OCP mounts to a track on the HPA arm
and hold an EVA crewman who controls the HPA and thus, the servicing and refueling
operations.
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Fig. 8 Operational SOC with Satellite Servicing Facilities
REPRESENTATIVE SERVICE OPERATIONS
1 Servicing requirements were analyzed for scheduled maintenance of a co-
orbitingAdvanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility(AXAF) and the launch of a large GEO
Communications Platform. Operationaltechniques were defined for both missions,
together with timelinesequipment, and required crew support for servicingthese
satellites from either SOC or the Orbiter.
The AXAF normally operates in a 28.5 ° orbit at 450 Km altitudeor 50 Km
above SOC. Since this satellitehas no propulsion system of itsown, a SOC based tug,
• similarto the VSS, is used to renduzvous with AXAF and return itto SOC as shown :_
in Fig. 9. After servicing and checkout the VSS returns the AXAF to itsoperational
orbit.
The satellite servicing facility on SOC is shown in the foreground of Fig. 10.
In this rendering, a 11.5 m long AXAF satellite is berthed, on its end, to a handling
and poRitioning aid (HPA), which is mounted at the tip of the servicin_ pier. The
HPA can position the AXAF as shown, or it can swing it 90° so that it is parallel with
the SOC transfer tunnel/docking module, depending upon accessibility requirements.
. The AXAF isable to be serviced at two differentlocations. AXAF subsystems, for
example, are undergoing maintenance and repairby an EVA crewman, who ispositioned
on the OCP mounted to the mobile plstform manipulator. Another EVA crewman is
shown positionedon the HPA-OCP to reconfig_reor repair AXAF instruments. A
second HPA is also mounted on the underside of the servicing pier to support the 1,.
resupply and maintenance of POM and VSS. The VSS is portrayed as being serviced
on SOC in the lower foreground while the POM is depicted, in the upper background,
towing a satellite to SOC,
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Satellite maintenance operations will, of course, be Lailored to the needs of
each satellite. Scheduled servicing of observatory class 3atellites like AXAF could, for
example, entail changing scientific instruments, replacing degraded components and
resupplying consumables. As shown in Fig. 11, similar services can be performed on
other satellitesprovided the critical components are serviceable and accessible to the
suited astronaut.
SCHEDULEU SUPPORT POTENTIAL SUPPORT
TYPICAL • .",,
SATELLITES .... ' " ,,
, \
AXAF LDEF J , LAMAR
ON-ORBIT SERVICE
• RECONFIG/REPLACE SCl INSTR EXPMT TRAY
• MAINTAIN/REPAIR S/SORUS COMM/DATA MOD.
GYRO SENSOR ATT CTL MOD
ANTENNAS POWER MOD
RATE GYRO PROPULSION MOD
STAR TRACKERS ANTENNAS
_OLAR ARRAY SOLAR ARR_,Y
• RESUPPLY DETECTOR GASES PROPELLANTS
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ON ORBIT REVISIT 2- 3 YEARS - 1/YR - 2 YR (EXTEND OPS)
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Fig.11 On Orbit SatelliteMain*enanceOperations
Launch of a 60 m diameter GEO Communications Platform begins with delivery !
of the folded platform to SOC, as shown in Fig. 12. A dedicated Orbiter flight is
needed since the folded platform completely fills the payload bay. The platform is
transferred to SOC where itis supported by an HPA during unfolding operations.
After check out, the GEO P]atform ismated to a SOC based orbitaltransfer vehicle
(OTV), and then launched to GEO.
Fig. 13illustratevthe use of SOC servicefacilitiesto supportthe deployment
and launchof largecomplexspacecraft,such as a GEO communication,_ platform.SOC
crewmen would monitorthedeploymentof foldedappendages,releasenangups if
needed, supportplatformoperationsground controlduring systemcheckoutand cali-
bration,checkoutOTV, controlupper stagemating,verifysysteminterfaces,control
vehicleseuarationand monitor launch to GEO. While these tasks could also be
performedby theOrbiter,the SOC isnot constrainedby Orbitermissionduration
limits.Hence, theSOC offersgreaterflexibilityodealwithsatellited ployment
situationswhich requireextepdedcalibrationperationsforthe payloadoperations
controlcenteror othersystemactivationcontingenciesthatmightarise.
I
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Servicing satellites in orbit is more cost el.c:_ive for space based systems '
-, than _round based systems. Representative mission service costs for the Orbiter and
SOC are compared in Fig. 14. These costs include charges for using the satellite service
equipment, miscellaneous fees for g_ound handLLlg support and Orbiter crew operations,
and associated costs for transporting service equipment hardware and consumables to
orbit. The largest part of the Orbiter costs for the AXAF revisit results from the charge
for transporting servicing equipment to and from orbit (i.e. POM, HPA, OCP etc.). If
an OMS kit is needed to reach the satellite, the cost will increase further. The major
cost driver associated with deployment of the GEO communications platform by the _.
Orbiter results from two STS flight- The first flight delivers the folded platform to :
orbit and the second flight brings the OTV for on-orbit mating and launch to GEO. In
contrast, operations from the SOC assume a space based OTV that is refueled by external '\ '_
tank propellants scavenged during routine Orbiter missions. If propellant scavenging
technology was not developed, then another flight would be required to carry the OTV 1 '
fuel in the Orbiter cargo bay. However, the added transl._ortation costs associated with
refueling the OTV would stil] be less than the cost for carrying the fully loaded stage. " ! _
With advanced mission planning and early prov/sion|ng of satellite :'epleceable
items and supplies onboard, the SOC sl )uid be immune to STS launch delays and 'L ."
vehicle availability problems. By operating in a 28.5 ° orbit, the SOC will be able to
service 50_ of the satellites in LEO, a launch all GEO and planetary spacecraft, and
support satellite service missions to GEO, I
J
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Fig, 14 Representative Mission ServtoeCosts (1981 Constlmt $)
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REMOTEORBITAL SERVICING SYSTEM CGNCEPT
Alfred J. Metntel, Jr., Langley Research Center
= Roger T. Schappell, Martin-Marietta Aerospace
:" SUI_ARY
Increased application of automation technology has been identified as
; necessary for NASA to carry out its missions within the constraints of
future funding and available physlcal resources. In particular, the appll-
cation of emerging technology in manlpulators and machine inte11Igence wlll
allow the development of robotic devices remotely commanded by human opera-
tots to increase man's productivity in space. Under the automation tech-
nology research program at Langley Research Center, Hartln-Marietta Aero-
space has developed a concept for a Remote Orbital Servicing System (ROSS)
: based on present teleoperator technology. The specific objective was to
conceptualize a slngle servicer design that would be compatlble with three
specified spacecraft, be capable of performing service to the same extent :
as manned extravehicular activity, be controlled from a ground control
: station, and use currently available technology. This paper summartzes the
ROSS concept, which has become the focus for the agency research and
technology program in teleoperators and robotics.
INTRODUCT[ON
Currently, space operations such as inspection, servicing, repair, and
assembly require close proximity to the Shuttle, using the Remote Manlpu-
later System (RMS) and manned extravehicular activity (ERA). EVA requires
stgnlficant costs In training and equipment, is strenuous and tlme con-
sumlng, and has inherent risk. In addition, the space operations are
restricted to Shuttle orbital capabilitles. For satellites outside Shuttle
orbital capabilities an orbital transfer vehicle would be required to
retrieve the satellite for maintenance or service and then return it to the
desired orbit. A remote operations system would stgnlficantly enhance the
capability to safely and efficiently perform space operations currently and
_ ts required for future missions such as space construction and manufac-
turing and to support an operatlonal space station. Even for operations In
or near the Shuttle bay or in close proximity to a permanent space base,
the capability to perform operations remotely would increase the
operational ftexlbtlity and safety.
The development of a totally autonomous robotic system to accompllsh the
varied tasks envlstoned is currently and, for the foreseeable future,
/ beyond the state of the art, particularly for unplanned or unforeseen
contingencies. However, by retalntng ma_ tn the control loop, a remotely
controlled (teleoperator) can be developed with today's technology.system
_Lch man's flexibility and adaptability, the teleoperator system can
significantly increase the capabilities to perform space operations. As
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robotic technologies mature, they can be integrated to further automate the
remote systems, movtng man to higher levels of supervisory control. .;
In the past, a number of NASA centers and contractors have conducted
research and conceptual activities addressing remote space operations.
Also, extensive research activities are in progress th.oughout the world,
applying advanced technology to develop smart machines for industrial
applications. Technological advances in computing systems, coupled with
advances in industrial robotics and new programming techniques, are
beginning to allow researchers to consider the application of theoretical
; concepts to the solution of real-time problems. A prime area for the early
application of the technology is the development of robotic devices
remotely commanded by a human operator to perform space servicing and
repair.
For several years the Automati_ Technology Branch of the Control Theory
and Flight Manngement Division at Langley Research Center has been con-
cerned with the development and application of technology in controls,
: sensing, man-machine interaction, and computer science (including artifi-
cial intelligence), to the problem of remote teleoperator/robotlc operation
: under manned supervision. Expertise has been developed during this period
through grants and contracts, meetings and conferences, development and
integration of the Intelligent Systems Research Laboratory, and initiation
of a real-tlme teleoperator/robotlc systems simulation. Both the labora-
tory and the simulation will be used extensively In future research. The
laboratory is a testbed for computer science research, hardware Integra-
tlon, and enables evaluation of new technology. The simulation will be
used to develop and test control algorithms, theoretical models, advanced
displays, and to conduct systems integration and analysis. Man will inter-
act with the automated system (physical or simulated) through an
intelligent interface control station.
In November 1980, Martln-Martetta Aerospace created a separate
organization, the Advanced Automation Technology (AAT) Section, dedicated
to the development of the required technology for advanced automation.
This activity has been extensively funded through internal research and
development funds at Martin and is addressing many areas of advanced auto-
matron technology Including machine intelligence, robotic systems, and
smart sensors. One major activity of this group is the development of an !
integrated robotlc system simulation (ROBSIM) tool for analysis of a broad
spectrum of advanced robotic systems.
Currently, Langley is developing the framework for a robotics software
simulation. This effort includes both In-house development and a contract
with Martin to supply portions of the ROBSIM. In 1981, Langley added a
subtask to this contract for the design of a ground control station for a
space servicing system. T'_Is contr61 station would be the initial man-
machine interface to the software simulation and the laboratory. The
ground station design task required Martin to examine current technology
for remote servicing. The result was a unique, feasible Remote Orbital i
Servicing System (ROSS) c_ncept. This paper describes the ROSS concept and
its implication for future NASA activities.
i
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Objective
The objective of the effort was to design a ground control station to
control a remote servicing system. The approach was to review past
"- studies, select one or a mixture of concepts, and further develop the pro-
gram definition of a Remote Orbital Servicing System (ROSS) supported by
the space transportation system (STS). The study guidelines are shown in
Table I.
Table 1
: StudyGuidelines
- Use State-of-the-Art Tachnolocjy
- lhe Serviclng System Shall be CapaMc M Servlclncj the Space lele_opetSTt. Solar
Maximum Mission tSMM), and Lonq Duratloq, [xposure Facility tLDEF). ,Z
[xtenl of Servkinq Shall be the Same as Man in EVA or in the SIS Payload Bay
A C,fE Propulslon/Naviqation/Power Module Will Provide Iransporlation and $tabillzofion
of the 5ervklnq Syslem into Close Proximity of the Salellite.
Control of the Combined/_meuverlnq System and Attached $ervidnq Kit Shall be
P rovlded Throuo,h Ground Control with Manned Inleractlon.
The overall emphasis was to develop a feasible remote orbital servicing
system controlled from a realistic ground control station using state-of-
the-art technology. Three serviceable vehicles representing various
maintenance modes of existing spacecraft designs were specified.
The specific objective was to conceptualize a single servicer design that
would be compatible with the three specified spacecraft and possibly many
more. This required that the selected configuration use current technology
and be cost effective in the sense of orbital operations and spacecraft
minimum modifLcation impacts. A later modification extended the task to
include a cost and schedule analysis of a remote space servicing system
concept and a Rough Order-of-Magnitude (ROM) cost.
A major emphasis of this effort was the application of current state-of-
the-art technology. No major road blocks were uncovered; however, items
requiring additional work have been identified and are discussed later.
For purposes of this study the government furntshed equipment (GFE)
propulsion/navigation/power module was represented by the Martin-Marietta
version of the Teleoperator Maneuvering System (TMS). However, thls set-
• vicer kit could be transported and stabilized by any of the various generic
carrier, or transport vehicles.
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' Background
Various conceptual studies on orbital satellite maintenance have been
per[ormed over the last decade. Results for three prior efforts that were
particularly helpful to this study are illustrated in figure 1.
ROSSRelatedEfforts
• m
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Figure l
l
Each of these efforts were performed by Martin under contract to MSFC .l
during the 1970's. Shown are the Integrated Orbital Servicing System
([OSS), the Proto-Flight Manipulator Arm (PFMA) and a stereo visual system.
These mockups and early prototype hardware were designed, fabricated and
:lemonstrated to validate subsystems. They increase the confidence for
three of the major servicer kit elements required for ROSS.
,t
m
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Spacecraft Mission Models
The three spacecraft chosen as the mission models are shown in figure 2.
5
RossSiC Mission Models _-:
g
:i
q
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION '_=_
SPA¢| TFLESCOPE _
LONG DURAT|ON EXPOSUR_ FACILITY
Ftgu t,=2Each of the three is the responsibiiity of a different NASA center (Solar
Maximum Mission (SMM)-GSFC, Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF)-LaRC,
I Space Telescope (ST)-bISFC, and each reflects a different aspect of ser-
i vicing req,Lirements. Comblned, t11e models thus represent an overall
broader range for servicing activities than that afforded by any single
_ spacecraft. The comblnation of the three models expands the servicing
requirements of ROSS. At the same time, the number of modules, the sizes,
t the weights and the attachme_t mechaqisms impact the ROSS design phase.
• The SMM spacecraft is expected to be serviced by the orbiter/EVA several
years prior to ROSS flight availability. The spacecraft is composed of an
instrument module mated to the Multlmisslon Modular Spacecraft (MMS). An
RMS grapple fixture is attached to the MMS portion; however, the Shuttle
RMS can only dock to MMS if the solar panels are Jettisoned. In the event
the solar panels are left intact, NASA has been developing a special
grapple tool to attach to the trunnion pins on the transition adapter.
Manned servicing plans include the primary objective of replacing tl_eMMS
attitude control system module and, secondarily, three repair actlvlt[es to
el[mlnate anomalies on the instrument module. For ROSS study purposes, the
servicing requirements were restricted to the replacement of any of the
three standard ,%MS modules, since the MMS is representative of a
generic-type vehicle intended for a variety oF misslons. The MSS is thus
typical of a small spacecraft which has been designed for on-orbit
serv[ceablttty a_d would be a prime candidate for f.ture servicing using
ROSS.
I
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The LDEF is representative of a large structure type of spacecraft where
• the servicing actlvlty encompasses a large number of mechanical, repetitive
operations. LDEF is designed for ground rather than on-orblt servicing.
Modules are externally accessible and may be mounted anywhere along the
periphery and ends of the LDEF structure. Each modular tray conta{ns 60
miscellaneous pieces of noncapttve retention hardware. The precision and
dexterity needed to attach one tray would be difficult for a man, and a
remote system would be taxed to accomplish the same task on-orbit. Modifi-
cations to the retention hardware that would not change the integrity of
the system could be utilized to make on-orbit servicing feasible. Such a
_, modification could minimize the number of parts and facilitate servicing
with mechanical advantages.
ST is typical of the large observatory type of spacecraft. Inclusion of ST
in the mission model allows an assessment of the mechanical attachment and
electrical connections for a much wider variety of assemblies than both SMM
and LDEF. It also presents a more stringent set of servicing requlrement_l
since the assemblies are located internal to the structure and are mounted
in both radial and axial orientations. The space telescope is designed to
be serviced by an EVA astronaut. Numerous tether rings, footholds and
handholds are abundant through the spacecraft, Servicing data for the EVA
astronaut is incomplete; therefore, insufficient data were available for a
complete analysis for ROSS. If the servicer mechanism can perf cm as well
as man in EVA, then ST servicing should be within the scope of a remote
system such as ROSS.
The differences in the three mission models require ROSS to be versatile.
The number of replaceable modules and their sizes define the amount of 1
space needed for storage. The sizes range from a compact space telescope
RGE box that is handled effortlessly to the bulky ST axial science instru-
ment which is about the size of a telephone booth (36 x 36 x 87 inches).
The RGE ts the llghtest box at 17 pounds and a special LDEF experiment is
the heaviest at 1,000 pounds.
Even more diversified are the attachment mechanisms for each of the
replaceable modules. The attachment mechanism impacts the removal scenario
and the storing configuration on the racks. The different mechanisms dic-
tate assorted end-effector movements such as roll and translation motions.
The spacecraft program schedules span the calendar years of 1982 to 1987.
Solar Max was launched in February of 1980 and has been disabled as of
November 1980. The present plan Is to repair Solar Max by astronaut in the
last quarter of 1983. Space Telescope is scheduled for launch in 1985 with
a scheduled in-orbit refurbishment in 1987. Flight of LDEF is planned in
the second half of 19_4, with retrieval by the space Shuttle a year later.
Plans to make ROSS functional by 1987 could facilitate the servicing of
these three and other spacecraft encompassed by the serviceability range
defined. _he remote orbital repair capability can be economical to the
space pz_gram in the 1980's as more expensive spacecraft are launched and |
are serviced periodically. I
)Io
I
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The orbital inclinations and periods of the three spacecraft are almost
: identical. The altitudes differ by [15 NMI, but are well within the range
of ROSS. It Is conceivable to service all three spacecraft on one mission
due to the similar inclination angles, if the need should arise.
The three mission model spacecraft chosen for servicCng represent a
balanced group in terms of serviceability. Balanced in terms of one craft
being serviceable by the Shuttle RMS, one by an EVA astronaut and one that
is not serviceable in its current configuration. With modifications on
: LDEF, all three spacecraft would be serviceable by ROSS.
_ ROSS Conf tguration
The configuration driving rationale are shown in Table 2.
Table 2
ConfigurationDdvlngRationale
- Mlnipulators
- MatchEVACapability-- AnthropomorphicFailures
- NumberofArms-- Two_OistrlbutedActuators.6-OOFSyStem
- LengthandJointMofion-- Functionof KinematicAnalysis
- ModuleStowageRadL
- ModuleRickDepth-- X-LargeSTModule
• ModuleR_ Diameter-- OrbiterBayDiameter
- Viewlng/Li_tlng
- MountStereoCamerastoSimulateaNormalHeadPosition
- ProvideCameraPositioningDevicesfor Servicingan¢lDocking
- DockingSystem
- BaselineSystemProvidedW CarrierVehiclewithMinimumModifications
DuetoServicingFunction
- CarrierVehicle/ServicerInterface
- AttachtoForward(nd ofCarrierwithMMSAdapterRing
- CommunicationsfromServicerKitThroughCarrierVehicleto 6r_ncl
ControlStation
- GroundControlStation
- BasellneCommunicationtoGroundviaTORSS
- ConfigureStationfor Man-in-the-LoopControl
The key elements of this rationale are driven by the spacecraft models, the
requirements to match the manned EVA capabillty, the carrier vehicle,
and the ground control station.
The servicer kit configuration is shown In figure 3 and shown mounted to
the THS carrier vehicle in figure 4. The servicer kit would be mounted to
the carrier vehicle (THS in this case) via a standard HHS adapter ring and
could be cantilevered from the carrier vehicle. The docking probe is an
RHS end effector which telescopes from the carrier vehicle through the
servicer kit. The basic structure of the kit Is a rack design 14 feet in
diameter by 36 inches in depth. The actual configuration of the rack is
dependent on the parts to be carried. Although shown open, the flnal
design requires covering for thermal control purposes.
i
)II
.i
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Servicer Kit, Isometric
Figure 3
Servicer Kit, Plan View
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' Anthropomorphic considerations were prime in the design of the manipulators
and viewing system. An isometric of the dual manipulators is shown in
figure 5.
• MANI_TOR Alms
V -- ..... ' ' " "
Figure 5
The manipulators, or "arms," are attached to a 360-degree rotating
T-section carriage. A stereo camera system, complete with lights and a
pan/tilt mechanlsr_% is located at the center of the carriage cross member.
The roll, pitch and yaw axes as used herein are defined as shown. The
rotating aspect of the carriage signlftcantly increases the kinematic reach
of the arms. From the kinematic study, arm segment lengths were estab'-
lisbed as 4 feet from the shoulder axis to the elbow axis, and also 4
feet from the elbow axis to the first ";r_w axis of the wrist assembly as
shown in figure 6.
DualManipulatorSystem
(_r../P,, ..... _
Figure 6
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The manipulator arm segments are square aluminum tubing. Both the drives
and arm segments are modular, allowing easy changes in lengths, drive
sizes, and torques.
The kinematic study dictated the following joint ordering: shoulder pitch
and yaw; elbow yaw; and wrist roll, pitch, and yaw. Each Joint h q a fail-
safe brake which is on when power is off and vice versa. Thus, a load or
torque may be held wlth power off. The wrist assembly and the wrist roll
interface mechanism are shown in figure 7 and are from a servo manipulator
designed for the Oak _idge National Laboratory (ORNL). The ORNL design is
similar in many respects to the current ROSS conceptual design. These
drawings are intended to provide an overview of the wrist and detail_ con-
cerning the roll mechanism, exchangeable tool interface, and power take-off
capabi lity.
Wrist Roll Interface Mechanl,_m
i
" I,_I,ll,_m,
_ Ile,l,,_ Yl_leeN
Figure 7
A servicer weight statement is shown in Table 3. The total weight for the
dual arms, T-bar carriage, and the stereo TV, with lights and pan/tilt
mechanism, is estimated at 309 pounds for the 8-foot arm configuration.
The total weight of the servicer kit, excluding repair equipment to be
carried, is estimated to be 847 pounds.
m
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Camera 6 is mission-dependent and can be mounted anywhere on the servicerp,
for misston_ _lth viewing requirements exceeding the capabilities of the
basic system.
"t The servicer/TMS interfaces have been kept as simple as possible since a
:: specific carrier vehicle has not been specified. Thus, the servicer should
_i be compatible with any carrier vehicle, or at least very nea=ly so, at this
˜ earlyconceptual stage. The 8ervtc_r requires +28V power only. Any other
• _ power required is the responsibility of the servicer. If mission require-
: ments dictate, additional batteries can be carried on the servicer. The
data bus concept for commands and telemetry is a simple, standard inter-
J face. Data are routed to the carrier vehicle for formatting and multl-
:'i plexing with the carrier vehicle telemetry data. Commands are routed to
the servicer, whlch in turn routes them to the appropriate servicer
function. Thus, the servicer appears to the carrier vehicle as slmply
] another of its subsystems. The video data Is routed to the carrier vehicle
(which requires a video capability independent of the servicer for non-
i servicing mt3sions) for transmission. Data compression, if needed, wouldI
also be performed _y the carrier vehtcle.
i
:_! The communications are depicted in figure 9. The servicer system is
considered to be under ground control after delivery to orbit by STS.
Control is from a ground control station through the Telemetry and Data
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS). Time delays for the control loop will fall
between I to 2 seconds. Thls delay presents complications Ir the control
design and operation, but prevtous studies have indicated successful
control with these levels of delay.
Ground Control Roles
_._ _UE!LI_I.UIL ProcetslnqlOr rOrmalllnq_ ejl_/_e'_
' ,-'- iS|S Ot_ [_MCCI RecOrr I [_'_r_'o ] L.I_ (_
• O_le!a Mitt OnMan_i_lfl| I_I I • _t,r ,t
' Uidlnt -- ..... or_or .... o_.
Mi,tloefliqhlPile ] _' "_' _"" __SKI Mfll_ihlPlil_
_lolalUIVDonn• 0,q_. Z 0 SK j $clen(t/$er_ker 0eli$cbect'$¢ Operel_o_t
Figure 9
: Figure tO is a functional flov control overview shoving the ground control
statton and servtcer kit. The ground control station conftguratton i$
shown in figure 11. The system includes a control statton for _S on the
: right. This station would control the carrier vehicle (THS) through
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+ capture of the spacecraft to be serviced. The center section includes tvo
slx-degree-of-freedom controllers and a stereo vision system and is the
main control for the servicer kit. The left console controller vould *
supply system level activities and support the primary controller as
required. -
ROSSControlOverview .+
__j i i
VINO
.. _ SVST|n
i ,ONTIIOLLEISI 1_',11_TIIIPlrllqDE,Av-2 S[CO_mS)
q .__
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GROUNrJCOlitiS,.STATION SERVIt_E.aKIT
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Figure It
Ftgure 12 is an artist's concept of the servicer kit mounted to the Hartin _-
: TMS carrier equipped with solar panels. This configuration could remain in
orbit and be on call for servicing, requiring only delivery of repair parts
and consumables by STS.
• 117
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RESULTS
• Remote orbital servicing is a feasible concept within the state of the
art. The configuration subsystems and components of ROSS are based on
considerable previous studies and development programs. The required tech-
nologies have been and are currently being addressed by numerous contrac-
tors and at many NASA facilities. The ROSS configuration is flexible,
allowing serviceability for future spacecraft with minimal impact on space-
craft design. The initial configuration has inherent design flexibility
and performance margins which will accommodate modifications to tnccrporate
advanced technotogles or additional requirements.
Development of the ROSS servicer kit is estimated to require approximately ]
3 years with an ROM cost In 1982 dollars of $40 million for design, ]
development, testing and engineering.
The ROSS concept study was an 8-month effort and even though it was based
on a significant amount of previous laboratory and development exppriencej
a number of items '._h[ch require additional review were identified. For the
, three spacecraft in the _!ssion model three areas require further evala-
rton. LDEF was designed for ground servicing and would require modiftca-
tio_ to allow in-space servicing by either ROSS or EVA. The noncaptive
retention hardware for tray attachment could be changed, 2nd, in addition,
a method of grasping the trays for removal and Installatlon would be
required. ROSS is defined as having the capability to accomplish the same
level of t_sks as is possible by _ men in a space suit; therefore, tt
should be possible to service ST. However, the level of details necessary
to define the ST servicing requirements could not be identified during this
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study, and further analysis i_ ceded. The third area requiring furthe:
1 analysts is the docking or attachment mechanism between the spacecraft and
_ ROSS. The basic method chosen for ROSS was the use of the lOIS grapple
, _ attachment; ocher methods of attachment to spacecraft hardpotnts need to beinvestigated, and analysis of the relative motion between spacecraft and
• _ servicer is required.
[ The other major area of concern _s the communication between RGYS and the i
remote control station. Control of ROSS through TDRSS to a ground station
requires further evaluation of video bandwidth, data compression tech-
_ niques, the influence of time delays, and interruption of communication.
_ _ Control of ROSS from STS or a space operations center, when within line of
• sight, would eliminate or reduce the communication concerns but would also
decrease the operational flextbtIlty of the remote servicing concept.
:! CONCLUSIONS
The original aim of the ROSS concept study was to identify the current
state of the art for remote servicing and conceptuattze the initial control
t station for interfacing with a remote system. The study accomplished both
of those aims; and, In addition, identified a focus for the agency research
t program in automation.
i The development and construction of the _mntpulators, sensor and video
systems, control laws, and mn-machine tnter_ace could be tested In the STSbay or attached to the RMS with control from the aft deck of STS. The
i fltghc-quatifted system could then be integrated wtth a TMS-type carrier
for further tests in a free-flyer mode with control from STS and/or a
gerund station.
t
The ROSS concept has had a significant influence on Research and Technology
I (R & T) planning for the OAST programs on teleoperators and robotics. The
Spacecraft Systems Office (RSS) planning Includes system level analysts of
the communications requirements, development of a systems simulation capa-
bility, supporting hardware simulations and planning for possible lntegra-P
i tton with the RMS, STS, and T_S for flight experiments. Within the Elec-tronics and Human Factors Office (RTE), planning for both the Automation
l and Space Human Factors program has been identified and sorted into two
classes. Those areas In which work is etcher required or could directly
_ enhance ROSS were classified as direct support. Those areas tn which
•
• i advanced R & T could substantially advance the teleoperator capabilities in
_ . the direction of autonomy leading to robotics were classified as
opportunity areas.
The ROSS ts a feasible concept. The focus of agency R & T autometton
i activities toward developing and advanctng the c_ncept allows researchers
to apply innovative and theoretical concepts to solving real problems which
: can have early benefit to the agency.
The development of a ROSS-type space vehicle _eslgned wtth sufficient
flexibility and performance margins would supply a needed flight testbed
for the early integration and application of eu_rglng technologies in
robotics and automation.
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ABSTRACT
The introduction of the Space Transportation System provides opportunities for
I improved space operations reliability and cost effectiveness. Many applications are nowenvisioned that require maintenance and repair of satellites, and assembly of large
structures. This paper addresses the simulation program associated with a key piece
: of support equipment to be used to service satellites directly from the Shuttle. This
equipment, the Open Cherry Picker (OCP) is a manned platform mounted at the end
of the Remote Manipulator System (RMS) and is used to enhance Extra Vehicular Activ-
ities (EVA). The results of simulations performed on the Grumman Large Amplitude
Space Simulator (LASS) and at the JSC Water Immersion Facility are summarized.
INTRODUCTION
Concepts for an Open Cherry Picker (OCP) were developed for NASA Johnson
Space Center (JSC) under contract NAS9-15507 and a development test article designed,
fabricated and tested under contract NAS9-15881. The objectives of the initial contract
was to evaluate the OCP flight article roles and associated design concepts for funda-
mental requirements, and to embody key technology developments into a ground simula-
tion program. Detail manufacturing drawings and plans for an Open Cherry Picker
simulator Development Test Article (DTA) were prepared for use in the JSC Manipulator
Development Facility and Water Immersion Facility. The follow-on contract, NAS 9-
15581.supported the fabrication of the test article and the subsequent simulations that
evaluated the features of this servicing tool.
, The potential applications of the OCP in support of Shuttle operations are listed
: in Figure 1. A platform mounted at the end of the Remote Manipulator System (RMS)
is a convenient means for transporting an EVA astronaut, tools and mission hardware
around the Shuttle Cargo bay. Similar in application to terrestrial cherry pickers,
the OCP enhances productivity durin_ six-hour EVA I_eriods. Potential OCP service
roles are enhancement of Space Lab and sortie operations, maintenance of automated
payloads such as the Multimission Modular Spacecraft, assistance in space construction
research, and inspection and repair of the Shuttle itself.
The Development Test Article, Figure 2, was designed and fabricated to include
j all the features needed to perform the functions identified in the mission studies. These
• features included a rotating foot platform and a set of equipment for RMS control, RMS
stabilization, payloa handling, lighting and tool storag . The design objective was to
maximize crew productivity by maximizi_g their work zone and conveniently locating all
work tools and handling equipment. This was achieved by mechanizing all support
equipment to rotate in and out of the crcw work zone and placing infrequently used
equipment such as lights and tool stor.ge brackets out of the area.
1
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FUNCTIONS IN SUPPORT OF
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS
• SPACELAB
- DEPLOY & RETRACT EXPERIMENTS
___ - DATA RETRIEVAL & DATA STORAGE
: SYSTEM RESUPPLY
- _, - UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
" • AUTOMATED PAYLOADS
DISPLAYS - MMS SUBSYSTEM INTERCHANGE
_. & CONTROLS - LDEF SAMPLE TRAY INTERCHANGE
t '.
• CONSTRUCTION R&D t *
I- DEPLOY FIXTURESSRMS STABILIZER - RESUPPLY FAB MACHINES
- JOINING & ALIGN OPERATIONS
- DISASSEMBLE STRUCTURE
• SHUTTLE INSPECTION/REPAIR
- FORWARD RCS
- RADIATORS
- EXPERIMENT TIE DOWN
07S2-001D
Fig. 1 Open Cherry Picker Mi.iom
07S2-OO2D
i
Fi0. 2 OPen Cherry Reker DQvotopemofltTest Artlde
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i Techniques for storing, activating and deactivating the OCP were also avai-
l uated during the development program. The OCP Development Test Article was design-
ed to be folded for storage in the side bulkhead of the payload bay. The OCP was
folded into a 62x45x36-inch package, as shown in Figure 3, and normally mounted
to the cargo bay at STA 622 which is reserved for EVA peculiar equipment. The OCP
support structure, shown in Figure 4, was designed with the versatility to interface
the OCP with the Shuttle at any station along the length of the Cargo Bay, and to
, operate the latches remotely from the Aft Flight Deck or manually by the EVA crew.
This test hardware was used in a series of simulations in the JSC Water
Immersion Facility and the Manipulator Development Facility, and the Grumman Large
Amplitude Space Simulator with the goal to determine the minimum set of design
features needed in an OCP system. The results, to be discussed in this paper,
significantly reduced the complexity of the system and formulated a growth program
that starts with a basic Manipulator Tool Restraint (MFR) and is enhanced with pay-
load handling equipment, tool storage, stabilizers and lighUng as the mission need
arises.
SIMULATION OVERVIEW
Three simulation facilities were used in the development program. The first
series of tests utilized the JSC Water Immersion Facility to test OCP form, fit and
function. The second series of tests were performed at the Grumman Large Amplitude
Space Simulator and emphasized evaluation of handling qualities and the effects of RMS
dynamics on the Cherry Picker's crew productivity. The third test series was per-
formed at the JSC Manipulator Development Facility where the accessibility of the RMS
to the OCP support structure was evaluated.
0752-003D
i
Fill. 30CP-DTA FoldedConfiguration
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Fig. 40CP Support Structure
The first tests performed in the development program were at _e Water
Immersion Facility (WIF) at NASA-JSC. These tests evaluated cre_ interfaces and
demonstrated the feasibility of maintaining satellites using the OCP. The first test
(TestA on Figure 5) satisfactorilydemonstratedreachand functionof each OCP
element. The second test(TestB) verifiedthe abilitytounfoldand foldtheOCP and
furtherdemonstratedthe feasibilityof an EVA rolein satellites rvicing.
Some configurationissuesidentifiedinTest A are listedon the Figure 5. The
initiallightstanchionarrangementutilizeda knurled-knoblockmechanism thatrequired
two hands foroperation.This designwas replacedwitha frictionlockdeviceto
achieveone hand operation.The D_C panelheightwas found not to have sufficient
adjustmentto coverthe range of subjectsparticipatingin the test. A 6-inchsleevewas
added tothe DTA forfurtherevaluation.The originalDTA utilizedpippinsforlock
and releaseof theafttoolbin. These deviceswere found difficulttooperatewitha
glovedhand and were replacedwitha latchreleasehandlethatcan be operatedwith
one hand. Test A alsodemonstratedthe easewithwhich a suitedastronautcould
replacetheMultimissionModuIRr Spacecraft(MMS) subsystemsand an LDEF experiment
tray. The lattertaskwas found more difficult;becauseof the fastenersystem used on
the tray. /
Test B demonstrated the ability to fold and unfold the OCP and eve.lusted the
operation of the stabilizer. The removal and installation of an MMS module was re-
peated in this test with a higher fidelity mockup; the results indicated that the task
! couldbe performedin an EVA mode usingthe OCP. Reach datato evaluatethe exten-
siona erewm_n can make withthe new Shuttlesuitwas collectedforcomparisonswith
one-g testsusinga restraintsystem. These testsindicateda rebound effectin the
suit when the subject extended himself by rotations about the ankle. Additional
testing is needed to determine if this effect is due to balance of the subject in the
: tank or due to springforcesin the suit.#
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Fig. 5 Wl F Test Results _
The reach data obtained in Test B was used to develop a crew off-load system
to be used in one-g t'esting. The zePo-g restraint system was evaluated using suited
subjects at JSC'B Manipulator Development Facility (MDF). The results of this eval-
uation, presented in Figure 6, indicated that the crew's mobility was not restricted bv
the off-load system; his reach capibility was found to be the same as the WIF reach
: capability when the arms were above the shoulder, but somewhat less for arm position
below the shoulders. It was also found that a dead weight of 16 lb could be handled
when the subject was in a fully extended position. The offloed system developed :
jointly by NASA and Grumman was installed on the Grumman LASS motion babe for
OCP/RMS intera_.tion studies.
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Fig. 6 Zero-G Restraint System Evaluation Results
The objectives of the four tests performed on LASS are summarized in Figure 7.
Test 1 emphasized evaluati_ n of OCP handling qualities, control modes and control de-
vices (hand controllers or switches). The second test series evaluated the effect of
RMS dynamics on work productivity and the need for an OCP stabilizer. Test series
3A and 3B evaluated operations for replacing the Multimission Modular Spacecraft sub-
systems using a GSFC-supplied high fidelity mockup, and replacing a LDEF experiment
tray. Test Series 3A was performed with shirt-sleeve subjects with emphasis placed on
developing procedures. Test Series 3B was a repeat of Test 3A using suited subjects
and emphasized the study of work-induced loads on RMS dynamics and a comparison of
crew productivity using two cherry picker configurations. The results of these tests
are covered later in more detail.
i
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Fig 7 LASSTestSeriesObjectives
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The test performed at the MDF determined the location of the stored OCP in the
Cargo Bay and evaluated the capability of the Aft Flignt deck to c_-_trol the cherry
picker using voice commands from the EVA crew The tests (_,ec _':iL;ure 8) indicaled
that the Bay 1 location for OCP storage poses difficulties to the ItMS operator. In this
location the operator has poor visibility, poor TV coverage, and is continuously en-
countering RMS singularities. Other analytical studies performed by JSC support the
findin_ '_, that Bay 1 is not an optimum location for the OSS. "Plaid" studies indicated ;_
that the front bulkhead starboard mounted TV camera intrudes into the space needed
for RMS grapple operations. Control of the maneuver from Bay 1 to a Solar Max
Mockup was performed in the Orbiter Unloaded mode and presented no problems to the
AFD operator g_ven voice commands from an OCP operator to help in accurately position-
ing the OCP for a servicing task. As a result of these MDF tests, the baseline location
for the OCP support structure switched to Bay 2, and more emphasis was plac_d in the
LASS tests on evaluating aft flight deck control of the cherry picker.
The remainder of this paper _ill elaborate on the results of tests performed at
(;rumman's Large Amplitude Space Siknulator.
4
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F;O. 8 MDF Test Resulu
FACILITY CHARACTERISTICS
The LASS is a versatile six degree-of-freedom motion base that is certified for
manned simulation using suited or unsuited subjects. A hybrid computer is used to
control the moving base with a model of RMS (including the first few bending modes).
The motion base is hydraulically and electrically actoated and has a frequency response
of about 1 Hz. Other characteristics of the facility are presented on Figure 9. The
simulato=' can be controlled or "flown" from either a cherry picker mounted on the motion
base or from an aft flight deck mockup. The OCP test subject is counterbalanced to
simulate a weightless condition and a forc_ sensing system is installed in the OCP foot
; platform to measure crew induced work loads.
LASS SIMULATION RESULTS
Four tests were performed at the Grumman Large Amplitude Space Simulator.
The objectives of the tests were to evaluate cherry picker functions and design fea-
tures and determine the minimum requirements in a phased program of manned work
stat!on capabilities.
The overall objective of Test Serie_ I was to develol_ an OCP/RMS control sys-
tem for transport to and from work sites located within the Orbiter Cargo Bay. The i"
: test evaluated system performance and handling qualities as a function of coordinate
reference system (End Effector, Payload, and Orbiter Unloaded) and control device
(toggle switches or hand controllers). ._
1'
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! Fig9 LargeAmplitudeSpaceSimulator
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The first part of the tests evaluated handling qualities and utilized three sub
i, jects in an experimental desivn that entailed flying the OCP to three targets usin_
I various control modes. The results, summarized in Figure 10, including test subject
:I evaluative comments, indicate that the Payload mode was superior to the other two con
trol modes investigated. The End _ffector mode was found to be more difficult to use
because it required more training to compensate for unwanted motions in translation due
to a rotation input. Use of the Orbiter Unloaded mode required more in selecting the
: right control input when the vehicle has an attitude offset from the Cargo Bay center-
line. This mode was more prone to inadvertent selection of commands.
The second part of the test evaluated toggle switches and integrated hand con-
i trollers. The integ_'ated hand controllers were clearly superior because of their multi-
axis control capability. Use of hand controllers reduced the time to perform a task by
50_. Use of toggle switches mounted to two console flyleafs were found to be accept-
able but could cause problems in an emergency condition. Hand controllers with
proportional control commands were favored over discrete hand controllers.
The objective of Test Series 2 was: 1) to evaluate the OCP operator's ability
to perform satellite servicing tasks with and without a stabilizer; 2) to evaluate the
differe,,ce in operator performance using different CtD console positions; 3) to evalu-
ate alternative grapple fixture designs; and 4) to determine the reach envelope of the
stabilizer.
:i
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Fig. 10 Test Series1 Results
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The salient findings of the test are summarized on Figure 11. Servicing the
MMS took 12 minutes longer using the stabilizer than without the stabilizer. Initial
evaluations of RMS back-drive effects on MMS replacement work loads (simulated as a
i 150 lb-sec impulse in the X direction) indicated that the operator could readily perform
_ the task. With a 300 lb-sec impulse, the task became significantly more difficult and
could prese;_t safety problems. It was believed however, that a human operator couldt
: react to the motion and stabilize the RMS manually.
i The stabilizer was found to gimbal-lock when the OCP was close to the workpiece. Two additional "roll-pitch" joints and 12 in. of length were added. These
changes simplified stabilizer operation to the point whore the operator did not have to
visually inspect the stabilizer while maneuvering.
Several configurati_,n anomalies were identified including the operation of the
DtC latch and the Payload Handling Device release mechanism. The "push-pull" fea-
ture of the D_C stand latch was found to degrade operator performance and inter-
mittently jammed. The interlock between offiine and rotate functions also reduced
operator performance (time to perform a task).
The ability to use the hand controllers when the DaC console is rotated in the
90° position helps overall task performance. This feature eliminates the need to rotate
the DaC to the forward pos_*.ion each time that a vernier position _djustment has to be
made.
: I0 _:
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Fig. 11 TestSeries2 Results
The suited test subject was required to perform a MMS module replacement task
using the stabilizer and without it. For the non-stabilizer case, s simulated force
feedback of 50 lb acting for three seconds in the X-direction was inputted to the soft-
ware and the resulting RMS motions commanded to the LASS drive servos. The force
feedback was triggered by a set of microswitches which were activated when the MMS
module was either inserted or removed from the support structure. The timelines for
: performing the module replacement task are shown on Figure 12. It took only 6 min
to perform the task without a stabilizer compared to 18 rain with a stabilizer. The
• suited test subject had no difficulty in handling the module with the force feedback
oscillations of the OCP. Force feedbacks of 100 and 150 lb were imposed on the non-
suited tes_ subjects and they were still able to cope with the resulting RMS oscillations.
These test results strongly recommended that further efforts be placed on de-
termining the need for a stabilizer. The time to manage the stabilizer was found to be
: excessive, and the ability to perform the task with the RMS oscillating as a result of
representative b,duced workloads was found to be feasible. As s result of Test 2,
more fidelity in representing the effects of RMS work-induced oscillations on produc _
tivity wa_ planned for subsequent tests.
The objectives of Test Series 3A were to demonstrate the feasibility of operating
the OCP from the Aft Flight Deck (AFD), demonstrate further the feasibility of oper-
ating without the stabilizer and refine the procedures for replacing the MMS module
and LDEF experiment tray. To meet these objectives, a working engineering mockup
of the RMS operator station was added to the facility and a two-axis force sensing
system added to the foot platform of the OCP DTA. A high fidelity mockup of the MMS
': including flight latch syst,0ms was provided by NASA GSFC. In addition, a mockup of
the Universal Service Tool for interface with the MMS was provided by SPAR, Ltd.
i"? 11ii
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The tests demonstrated that the MMS module replacement task and the LDEF
experiment tray replacement could be performed with control from the AFD using voice
commands from the OCP operator (see Figure 13). It was also demonstrated that the
MS1S and LDEF tasks could potentially be performed without a stabilizer. Although the
force feedback system was only in the horizontal plane, it was felt most of the induced
loads would be in the forward direction and that the results did have validity.
Studies involving the preferred location of the DkC console indicated that if
the console were located to the side of the operator, he could control the vehicle posi-
tion while leaving the forward work zone open.
A timeline for replacing three modules of the MMS was established using the
results of Test Series 3A. Figure 14 presents the functions and their associated times.
Egress and MFR deployment times were based on WIF tests and the time to translate to
the satellite based on LASS test results. The overall time for the replacement task was
based on Test 3A resvlts. The total time to replace an entire MMS subsystem comple-
ment is approximately 1 hour.
These tests supported the viewpoint that a stabilizer is not needed; also it
became clear control at the OCP is superfluous tot the types of tasks evaluated.
Plans were then made for _ Test Series 3B, in which a suited subject would be
used and a third force sensing unit added to assure that a stabilizer was not need-
ed.
12
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Fig. 13 Trot Serim 3A RemlU
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Fig. 14 Test Series 3A Results
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The objectives of Test 3B were the same as Test 3A, except for introduction
of suited operation and an experienced a_t,_naut test subject. A third force sensor
was added to the feedback system; Don Lind was assigned to the program as a test
subject. In addition, the OCP DTA was reconflgured as a Manipulator Foot Restraint,
in which the OCP Displays and Control panel was replaced with a tool carrier and the
Payload Handling Device and lights removed as a means of comparing overall system
performance with the basic OCP.
The simulation results, summarized on Figure 15, indicated that control of the
RM6 from the Aft Flight Deck is acceptable. A test of control modes concluded that
augmented modes be used as primary and that joint-by-Joint direct control be vsed
only if a failure occurs.
Selected tests of failure modes _,ere also done. A technique to "fend-off" ob-
structions in the event of a runaway a_-m were made and concluded that the technique
was feasible but not recommended until ._,zrther evaluations were made. Tests to de-
tect and stop a runaway arm were also made. Preliminary conclusions recommend that
if control from the AFD is baselined, that as a minimum, s "kill button" be made avail-
able on the cherry I.'._l_er. This feature is potentially needed when the OCP is in tight
places, in places where the RMS operator does not have visual contact with the OCP,
and in places where there may be communications blockage between the RMS operator
and OCP. Further evaluations, however, are being made to determine if this emergency
feature is required based on suit strength and the reliability of the RP¶S consistency
check software.
• A CREWMAN SUPPORTEDON THE
, END OF RMS IS FEASIBLE
i • AFT FLIGHT DECK CONTROL OF
{, RMS IS ACCEPTABLE
• AUGMENTED MODE FOR RMS
OPERATION IS ACCEPTABLE &
RECOMMENDED
,'_._-_llll_. • DIRECT MODE (ONE JOINT AT A
TIME IS ACCEPTABLE FOR "BACK.OUT"
IF A FAILURE OCCURS}, IT IS NOT
, RECOMMENDED FOR NOMINAL
, _ OPERATIONS
• TO "FEND OFF" (BACK-DRIVING RMS
MOTORS IN A RUNAWAY) IS
FEASIBLE BUT NOT RECOMMENDED
FOR NOMINAL PLANNING
" • A "KILL BUTTON" (BRAKES ON)WAS
RECOMMENDED TO ENHANCE SAFETY
_ WHEN:
C - - IN TIGHT PLACES
• - IN PLACES WHERE RMS OPERATOR
DOES NOT HAVE VISIBLE CONTAC'I
WITH OCP
- IN PLACESWHERE THERE IS
RFSTRICTED RF COMMUNICATIONS
J
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_| The measurement of work induced forces are presented G I Figure 16. The
forces for replacement of the MMS varied between 7 and 25 lb. The difference in
forces using suited and unsuited subjects was found not to be significant. This result
infers that a high percentage of engineering development simulation _sn be performed
in a shirt sleeve mode and the results verified with a minimum of suited simulation
hours.
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Fig. 16 Work-Induced ForcesApplied During MMSServicing
CONCLUSIONS
The objective of the simulation program was to take a full capability OCP, with
its complement of design features, and reduce its complexity to those features that are
mandatory for initial Shuttle applications. Figure 17 represents the final configuration
and growth path for the OCP. The initial version is a Manipulator Foot Restraint that
is made up of a torque box, a rotating foot restraint and a rotating stanchion that
houses handholds, and a tool storage section with an interface for payload modules.
The torque box is designed large enough for the addition _f kits at a later date. These
add-on kits include the stabilizer, payload handling device and rear mounted lights
i and tool storage area.
15
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Simulations indicated that the crew can readily control the RMS/MFR feom the
Aft Flight Deck using voice commands from the MFR crewman. This eliminated the
need for a DIC panel on the cherry picker, There was no apparent need found for a
stabilizer. The dynamics of the RMS due to crew-induced workloads were found to be
minor enough as not to impair task productivity, The use of the stanchion used for
the DIkC console as a payload handling device was found to be acceptable for such
tasks as replacing a Multimission Modular Spacecraft subsystem. If the size or com-
plexity of the payload increases, the payload handling devices could be added st a
later date. The need for additional tool storage or ]ighting was not apparent in the
missions evaluated. Like the need for dedicated payload handling devices, mission
peculiarrequirements for toolstorage and lightingcould be added as the missions
demand them.
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Fig. 17 Salient Simulation Result - Manipulator Foot Restraintwith Add • On Kits
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SERVICING COSTS FOR REPRESENTATIVE
SERVICE MISSIONS
John Mockovciak Jr.
Grumman Aerospace Corporation, Bethpage, N. Y.
Satellite services user costs are the sum of the equipment use charge,
_ miscellaneous service charges, and the STS transportation charges that apply to
the service equipment utilized for a particular STS mission manifest. User costs
were assessed for three representative service missions:
• Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF) revisit
• Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) revisit
• Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) earth return.
SERVICING SCENARIOS
Servicing scenarios were developed for these missions to identify ser-
vice equipment needs and on-orbit usage. Within these scenarios are consider-
ations of the following:
• Backup_ for hangup of mechanical devices
• Retrieval/servicing modes for contamination-sensitive satellites
: • Plume impingement/satellite control implications during close
: proximity operations.
Additional assumptions made in developing the on-orbit servicing
scenarios are :
• Status monitoring, checkout, and activation/deactivation of satellites
is user controlled (satellite communications via Ocbiter S-band or
satellite's communications system, ns appropriate) ii
• Minimize Orbiter status/checkout involvement
- Power (as required)
- Overall health (extent tbd, but standardized for all satellites) i
- Go/No-Go for deployment snd servicing verification/effectiveness
is a satellite user decision
• Satellite deployment is via Orbiter command
l
I
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• EVA is an acceptable service mode
• Maneuverable Television (MTV) usage
- Record LEO/GEO upper stage firings
- Examine all satellites prior to Orbiter capture/berthing
• Satellite separation AV during deployment imparted by RMS or HPA
• Consider various close proximity operations
- Orbiter closure
- "Clean" vehicle closure from I000 ft separation
- Versatile Service Stage Closure
• All unmanned vehicle closures are controlled by the Orbiter
crew
• Orbiter safety considerations
- Satellite RCS firings >200 ft separation
- Liquid rocket engine firings >2700 ft separation
- Solid rocket engine f_rings OMS separation burn
required to assure Orbiter
exit of hazard envelope.
The AXAF revisit represents a service mission involving a contamination-
sensitive satellite. The Orbiter would rendezvous with the spacecraft to within
1000 ft, and an unmanned Proximity Operations Module (POM) is then dispatched
to retrieve and bring the payload within Remote Manipulator System (RMS)
reach distance where it is captured by the RMS and placed on a Handling and
Positioning Aid (HPA) for on-orbit servicing. Following servicing and checkout,
the spacecraft is redeployed from the orbiter.
Figure 1 shows the Level-1 revisit on-orbit sequence of events for this
service mission. Service equipment needs are highlighted as they appear in the
scenario and for backup situations. The initial events call for:
• POM which can be adaptation of the MTV i'
i • RMS and associated AFD Controls/Displays
[ • HPA
• AFD Controls/Displays for checkout of the POM
• AFD Controls/Displays for clOse proximity flight control of the POM.
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I PROXIMITY OPERATIONS MODULE DEPLOYMENT/PAYLOAD RETRIEVAL |
(I_ RENDEZ - 1000 FT SF.PARATION _ I_JM ACTIVATION
I_ I_:}MRELEASE I_ POM DOCKS TO SATELLITE
_) RMS CAPTURE (_ PAYLOAD BEHTHING
(_ POM SEPARATION (_) POMSTOWAGE
I• OCPIRM$It C&O ClO
I" EOPT STRG/
| FLUID TRAN$
i (_ HPA • RMS_0CPUSAGE
{ _"EO'LO'"ENTI
; T r-_ !
(_ APPENDAGE DEPLOYMENt (_) SATELLITE RELEASE !
LATCH HANGUP APf'ENOAGE HANOUF
_;,,4._\ \ _ W/SL._2[_J \ \ __ i W!ENO':LOI
} LATCH tIANGUF PAYLOAO OI'RTHINO0986-001D|
Fig, 1 AXAF Revisit $mnario
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Subsequent operations identify:
• Noncontomin,ding Orbiter ACS to enable servicingof the
contmnimttio,l sensitive satellite
• Work Platform for the IIPA
• Open Cherry Picker (OCP) and RMS
• AFD Controls/I)isphlys for satellite checkout/servicing suppo,'t
• l_quipment storag'c/fluid transfer for servicing support.
Backup situations identify the tk)llowmg equipmel_t needs:
• Manipt,;ator Foot Restraint (MFR) to cover latch hangups
• llPA work platform (nlso identified above) to assist n potential
s'dcllitc al)pen,i,'lgc h'mgup
• Manned Maneuvering U,dt/Work Stntion (MMU/WS) ,id,q)tations with
stabilizcr and end cft'cctor to cover RMS inoper,'divc situations.
l:ig'urc 2 illustralt, s :l reprcscnt,'divc servicing concept h)r the AXAF
revisit mission.
b
, ,0986,002D ,
Fig.2 AXAFServicingConcept
I
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Similar service scenarios were developed lbr the UARS _'evisit and SMM
earth return missions. Tho IIARS r_visit represents a class Of service mission
in which the satellite's LEO operational altitude is above the nominal delivery
altitude of the Orbiter. A Versatile Service Stage (VSS) is used to retrieve, and
subsequently return, the satellite to its operational orbit after servicing at the
Orbiter.
'\
The SM.Mearth return mission illustrates a complement of service equip-
meat for an earth return mission. The Orbiter would rendezvous with the satel-
lite to within 1000 ft and accomplish retrieval with a manned POM th_lt is an
adaptation of an MMU/Work Station.
A summary of the service equipment complements for these three service
missions is shown in Fig. 3.
SERVICE MISSION SERVICE EQUIPMENT COMPLEMENT
, AXAFREVISIT @ HANDLING AND POSITIONING AID
•i • FLUID TRANSFER/EQUIPMENT STOWAGE
• NON.CONTAMINATING ACS
• PROXIMITY OPERATIONS MODULE - MTV
' ADAPTATION
; • OPEN CHERRY PICKER
: • MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT
_; • WORK STAFION - END EFFECTOR AND
j ST&BI LIZER ADAPTATIONS
; • REMOTE M_,NIPULATOR SYSTEM
UARSREVISIT • VERSATILE SERVICE STAGE
• FLUID TRANS;'I:._/EQUIPMENT STOWAGE
• HANDLING AND POSITIONING AID
• MANEUVERABLE TELEVISION
• OPEN CHEF(FtY PICKER
• MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT
: • WORK STATION • END EFFECTOR AND
STABI LIZER ADAPTATIONS
• REMOTE MANtPULATOr_ SYSTEM
l
J SMM EARTH RETURN • FLIGHT SUPPORT SYSTEM
"_ • MANEUVERABLE TELEVISION
! • OPEN CHERRY PICKER
• MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT
i • PROXIMITY OPERATIONS MODULE -MANNEDI
] WORK STATION ADAPTATION
• REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
0986-003D
Fig.3 RepresentativeServiceMi.ions andEquipmentComplements
d
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i! I
ORBITER/SERVICE EQUIPMENT PACKAGING i|
-'_ Packaging layouts were developed for eacb ¢orviee mission to determine
_ whether the packaged serviceeouipment lepgth or weight was the driver for
I STS transportation charges. Figures 4, 5, and 6 illustrate the sevvi_'e equip-
l
. ment packaging arrangements. The payload bay length and weight associated• with th_ service missions _=re:
__ Mission Service Equipment ]
_'f Length (m) Weight (k)
,. AXAF Revisit 6.4 4260
• UARS F _visit 4.9 5369
SMM Earth Return 3.7 4561
For each of these missions,the STS user charges were driven by the
length of the payload bay occupied by the service equipment.
SERVICE COSTS "_
Service mission costs represent a summation of costs that include:
• Equipment usage charges
• STS Transportation charges, and
{
4 Miscellaneouscharges.
To determine equipment use charges the followingassumptions applie,I: i
_i • User charges over the equipment's lifetime(est. I0 years) recover
l production and operations costs _
• Operations costs are prorated against equipment utilization $
• Equipment utilizationwas based on Grumman's SatelHteand 1
Services User Model (Ref. i).
Similiarly, to determine STS Transportation charges the following assump-
tions apphed : !
• Costs are based on the STS Reimbursement Guides groundrules
t
• All service missions are shared payload fl_c,hts. The revisit and ]
earth return missions are missions of convenience, planned as
: events following initial launch (deployment) of payloads from the
Orbiter.
: 6
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i
NON-CONTAMINATING ACS
i
OPEN CHERRY-
PICKER (OCP)
I FLUID TRANSFER/
EQUIPMENT
STOWAGE
MANNED MANEUVERING
UNIT (MMU)
MMU WORK STATION
ADAPTATIONS
REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM (RMS)
0986.004D
_, Fig. 4 AXAF Revi=it - Service Equipment Packaging Arrangement !
!
'ii
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I
MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT (MMUI
MANEUVERABLE TELEVISION (MTVt
HANDLINGIPOSITIONING AID (HPA)
OPEN CHERRY PICKER (OCP)
FLUID TRANSFER/
IIPMENT STOHAGE
VERSATILE SERVICE
STAGE (VS_I
MMU WORK STATION ADAPTATIONS
REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM (RMSI
0986-0050
Fig. 5 UARS Revisit-Service Equipment Packaging Arrangement
MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT IMMU)
MANEUVERABLE TELEVISION (MTV)
(_) OPEN CHERRY PICKER tOCP)
FLIGHT SUPPORT
SYSTEM (FSSI
i
PROXIMITY OPERATIONS MODULE-MANNED
WORK STATION ADAPTATION
REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM (RMS)
0986,006[3
q
Fig. 6 SMM Eerth Return _ervice Equipment Packaging Arrenpment ,
8
, _!1_
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All costs were assu,ned in 1980 dollars and, in addition, each mission I,
was analyzed for miscellaneous charges in terms of imp_,.ct on KSC flow, require-
meats for EVA, days o11 Orbit, and payload specialists peed/usage.
Based on the equipment packaging, costing assumptions, and operations
scenarios applying to these representative missions, the estimated total user
costs are :
• AXAF Revisit - $16.0 million
• UARS Revisit - $13.2 million Ii
• SMM Earth Return - $ 9.1 million
Figure 7 clearly shows that the dominant user charge for satellite ser-
vices is that associated with the STS transportation char_es for the service
20 •
STS TRANSP CHARGE
FOR SVC EQPT
I_'_ SVC EQPT USE CHARGE
15 " _ alSC SVC CHARGE I
., F
L_
IZ
UO
Pr.j
uJ .j
_n- 10 •
<[o
5 "
....... ::,,_, _,_
.....,_v,..'" ::," ,._:.:._._:_._,._,_._
.::::::':,.:,:.,_:,_':_.,,::
v+','.':,N,N.,., ' ',',:,',
I/1/H//, HH/,,H :,AXAF SMM UARS
REVISIT EARTH REVISIT
RETURN
0986-007D MISSIONS
Fig. 7 ReprelentltivelMillionl - ServiceColtl
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equipment. Miscellaneous service charges are moderate, and equipment usage
charges (amortized as a function of total estimated usage) are minimal. The
overall service costs appear "about equal" for revisit or earth return missions.
Of key significance, ho,_ever, is the fact that total user charges for
' revisit missions appear to be about 5 - i0% (or less) of the cost to build and re-
launch a replacement satellite. This cleaHy indicates that satellite servicing
from the Orbiter is cost effective.
:i REFERENCES :
t 1 - Satellite Services System Analysis Study, NASA Contr.i NAS 9-16120, Grumman Aerospace Corporation, August 1981
-!I
-S|
:l
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Presentation On The
Low-Earth Orbit Satellite Servicing Economics
To The Satellite Services Workshop
On
June 23, 1982
i - Title Page
2 - Goddard Missions 1960 Decade
_ 3 - Goddard Missions 1970 Decade
4 - What If We Had Used The Shuttle?
5
_ 5 - Early Servicing Technique Studies
•
6 - Mission Cost vs. Satellite MTTF For i0 Yr Continuous Observations
\
7 - Effect of Satellite Unit Investment Cost
8 - Effect of Satellite Failure Rate Ratio on Operational Mode Comparison
9 - Effect of Refurbishment Cost on Operational Mode Comparison
i0 - Effect of Shuttle User Charge on Operational Mode Comparison
ii - Effect of Satellite Logistics Mode, Shuttle Parking Orbits, Three-
,!
Year MMD Satellite, Availability=0.9, Dedicated Flight User Charges
12 - Estimate of Satellite Cost Reductions With Shuttle Operations
Typical NASA Projects From The 1960s & 1970
13 - Chronology of Servicing Economic Studies
14 - Design Objectives of the Multimission Modular Spacecraft
15 --STS/Spacecraft Verification Tests For In-Orbit Repair & Maintenance
16 - Logistics Hardware/Software Elements Required for S/C On-Orbit Repair
and Maintenance
17 - STS Analytical Integration as a Function of Carrier Hardware Configur-
ation
18 - Economic Importance of the Repair Mission
: R.E. Davis ?
F. J. Cel..±lina
(Gc c_turd Space Flight Center)
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PRESENTATION ON THE
MULTIMISSION MODU/._R SPACECRAFT (MMS) DESIGN
TO THE SATELLITE SERVICES WORKSHOP "
ON
I JUNE 23, 19821 Title Page2 Design Objectives of the MMS
3 - MMS Functional Block Did.gram
4 - Modular Subsystem Components of the MMS
• 5 - Module Interchange Hardware
6 - Blind-Mate Connector
'.I 7 - MMS Module/Thermal Louvers
8 - InteriorofM,'LS C&DH Module9 - Interiorof MMS MPS Module
10- Interior of MM_ A CS Module
]1 - MMS PM-I Module
'.! 12 - MMS PM-IA Module
, 13- SMM Observntory Exploded _ iew (MMS Mission Unique Philosophy)
14- MMS Separatedfrom SMM Payload Dum'ug Checkout in Cleanroom
15- MMS L_ndsat-D Production Configuration
16- MMS/Landsat-D Payload
17- MMS/SMM Delta Shroud Launch Configuration
18- MMS GSE
19- MMS Software
20- FSS Configurationfor Servicingand Retrieval
2i- FSS Berthing & PositloningSystem Ring _,_
22- FSS Cradle A With SMM Fit Check Fixture _
23- FSS Configuration with SMM Stowed for Retriev_.l -_
24- MMS Module ServicingTool Sci_ematic _:_:_
25- MMS Module ServicingTocl '_i :
26- MMS Mk-II Propulsion Module ; .:
27- MMS/Mk-H PropulsionModule ._ ':
28- Users of MMS Hardware _ :
29- MMS Mk-II Deployed Configuration :_,
30- MMS Mk-II Stowed in ShuttleCargo Bay _: •
31- MMS Mk-II On-Orbit Servicing _
32- OperationalSequence for ElectrophoresisMission ; _.
R_ E_ r...vis
GoddardSpace FlightCenter
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HANDLING
AND POSITIONING AID
C.J. Goodwin
Grumman Aerospace Corporation, Bethpage, N. Y.
INTRODUCTION
It has long been recognized that ir_ order to exploit the full Shuttle on-
orbit capability - a large cargo bay, massive payload, the presence of astro-
nauts - the need exists for several pieces of Orbiter-based equipment. These in-
clude the space suit, the Manned Maneuvering Unit, (MMU) the Remote Manip-
ulator (RMS), and the llandling a1_d Positioning Aid (HPA). The last item, HPA,
is the subject of this paper.
The HPA that has emerged from the NASA/JSC contracted Phase 1 study
provides a wide range of adjustable work stations both inboard and outboard of
the cargo bay. It can assist with berthing and docking. It is robust, stiff, has
a simple control system, and is modular.
i! Figure 1 shows an articulatedarm version of HPA employed in a typical
servicing"mission. Mounted on a base frame that spans the Orbiter cargo bay,
• the 6 m arm islong enough to hold the satellitebeing serviced and keep its
solararray clearof the Orbiter radiators. A suited astronaut anchors his feet
to an auxiliarysupport platform as he works. By adjustingthe length andi
angle of the support platform mast, and rotatingthe tipof the HPA arm, almost
every item on the satellitecan be reached.
Spares and change-out units can be brought to and from the work site
by the RMS, which is controlledfrom the aft flightdeck. The fore and aft
positionof the base frame can be changed between Orbiter flightsand this, to-
gether with the 5 degrees of freedom (DOF) of the long arm, allows work sites
to be chosen (several on one sortie if desired) that meet the clearance, reach
and vision requirements of many missions.
The overall program, which includes the Phase 1 study, is illustrated
in Fig. 2. Flight article activities are shown above the dashed horizontal line
and Development Test Article (DTA) work below. Phase 1 focused first on
developing flight article requirements and concepts; then it concentrated on the
design of the DTA. Phase 2 will continue the program with the manufacture of
the DTA. Once the DTA is available, simulation will commence and, as the
lessons and results accumulate, attention will return to the flight article.
HPA CHARACTERISTICS
The final form of the HPA flight article is not yet frozen - but Fig. 3
which illustrates the DTA is a useful guide.
The DTA will be installed in the cargo bay mockup of the Manned
Development Facility (MDF) at NASA-JSC. The side longerons of this bay were
i i
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SHOULDER PITCH ELBOW PITCH WRIST PITCH WRIST ROLL
• MAIN GEAR (CW) 2534:1 • IvlAIN GEAR (NASA) 162:1 • MAIN GEAR (NASA) 768'1 • MAIN GEAR (CW) 102;1
,, • SECOND GEAR 5.1 • SECOND GEAR 50:1 • _ECONDGEAR 15:1 • SECOND GEAR 10:1
• MOTOR 1.9 HP • MOTOR 1.9 HP • MOTOR 0.2 HP • THIRD GEAR 10:1
• BRAKES (2) • BRAKE (1) • BRAKES (2) • MOTOR 0.2HP ,
• BRAKE (1)
I,,..._... I _ I 133 IN. L ',.16 IN. DIA
0845 O03D
; Fig.3 HPADTAArm& Pedestal
not considered to be strong enough or stiffenough to support the DTA arm in
the flightarticlemanner (i.e.,with a base frame that spanned the bay from
longeron to longeron and depended on them for support). As a low cost alter-
native, we designed a pedestal that bolts directlyto grill-workon the MDF floor
and risesabout 3 m to support the shoulder jointof the main arm. This welded
steelpedestalis shown in Fig. 3 together with the structuraland mechanical
assembliesthat make up the arm.
To minimizecosts in Phase 2, only four of the fivejointsare powered;
the shoulder is yawed manually• Space is availablefor powering the shoulder
jointlater. The four powered jointsutilizedoff-the-shelfhardware for gears, :
motors, and brakes. Furthermore, the main gear boxes for each of these joints
willbe loaned to thisprogram - two from NASA and two from Curtiss-Wright, a
significantand welcome cost saving. The elbow pitch and wrist rolljointshave
irreversiblegear boxes in the drive trainsand, therefore,need only one brake
each. The other jointshave two brakes each for safety.
The inner and outer sectionsof the DTA arm are tubular, 51 cm and
38 cm diameter respectively. Each tube is rolledfrom an aluminum platewith a
longitudinalseam weld. Both tubes have open handholes and are bolted to end
fittingswhich mate with the appropriate main gear box.
As shown in Fig. 4, HPA mission dedicated requirements fallnaturally
into two groups:
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: • Requirements for missions satisfied by a tilt table
• Requirements for missions needing the greater mobility of an
articulated arm.
The articulated arm version is used to provide reach, more DOF, and greater
angular ranges. Based upon mission analysis, the tilttable version of the HPA
must be located at wwious stations in the back half of the cargo bay. The
articulated arm version is located at various stations in the front half. The
weight of payloads supported by the HPA during Orbiter ascent and descent
show a wider range for the art'culated arm group. Power and data interfaces
should generally be connected to a spacecraft soon after itis berthed, and dis-
connected only a short while before it is released. This indicates, for both
types of HPA, the need for automated connection and disconnection. Fluid inter-
faces with the spacecraft are needed only for the missions using articulated arms.
The making and breaking of the fluid connections are not time-critical,and man-
ual operation was judged to be lighter, cheaper, and simpler. Further mission
analysis is needed to confirm the differences, in HPA location and payload weight
supported, between the two groups.
To determine the proper level of stiffness for the tilttable and articu-
lated arm HPAs (particularly when supporting heavy spacecraft), a parametric
study of fundamental frequency of the Orbiter /HPA /Spacecraft cc nbination was
performed. Variables included the spacecraft weight, its radius of gyration,
the distance from the HPA interface to the spacecraft cg, and the arm stiffness.
The stiffness values shown in Fig. 4 allow the spacecraft to weigh up to
MOBILITY LEVEL
TILT TABLE ARTICULATED ARM
.,, n
• REFERENCE MI3SION ST SOC
UARS ORB SERVICE PLATFORM
INTEI.SAT 25 kW PWR MOD
OAO LSSD
GEO PLATFORM
• REACH NA 4,5 -- 5.5 m
DOF t OR 2 3 TO 5
ANGULAR RANGE 90 TO * 180° 130 TO =180 °
• LOCATION VARIES MID TO AFT BAY FORWARD TO MID BAY
• CARGO SUPPORT 2000/4000 kg 0 TO 10000 kg
• SPACECRAFT INTERFACES
: POWER 1DATA AUTOMATIC CONNECT & DISCONNECT REQUIRED.
: FLUID NA MANJAL CONNECT & DI3CONNECT
FEASIBLE
• o_RM STIFFNESS 1.8 X 106 N.m/RAD @1,15 X 10? N.m 2 EFFECTIVE El
,_ • BERTHING DEVICE SINGLE STANDARD? SOME STANDARDIZ&TION BUT
NOT COMPLETE
0845-004D
_. Fig.4 Two Categoriesof Mi.ion Requirement
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100,000 kg with a radius of gyration, and an offset between HPA tip and space-
_ craft cg, of about 5 m each. Any larger, heavier spacecraft would infringe the
:. ' low frequency limit,but any such platform would in allprobabilityhave a crag
or inertiawheel controlsystem _,fitsown that could controlthe combination
without the impulse problems inherent in the Orbiter RCS.
In addition to these mission-related requirements, there are, of course,
generic HPA requirements in the areas of shuttle compatibility, man rating,
• : reliability and safety.
The wrap-around base frame concept, chosen for its inherent stiffness,
fits comfortably into the modular system shown in Fig. 5. The main hardware
:' elements are :
'.. : • The base frame
: • One of the various mobility mechanisms (tilt tables, articulated arm)
: • A berthing or docking end effector.
Now shown are the control systems and such auxiliary items as the EVA crew
foot restraint, lights, etc. Usually a combination of the three main elements
hsted above will be used, but the base frame cart be employed on its own as
a payload support.
Our current weight estimates of the HPA articulated arm and HPA tilt
table versions are summarized in Fig. 6. This tilt table is stiff enough to pro-
vide cantilever support for a modest sized payload during ascent and descent.
If a pitch support 18tch, with its mechanical complexity, were added, the struc-
tural weight of the tilt table could be reduced.
7
BASE + MOBILITY + BERTHING/DOCKING
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FRAME
STRUCTURE 383 383 3R3
CROSSBEAM 206
MOUNTING 68
MOTORS 51
SPIDER 74 74
ARM 275
GEARS& MOTORS 476
: CONTROLS,POWER
" DISTRIB 109 109
i 3B_ 891 1316
: (8451b) (19651b) (29021b) _:
.845-006D
Fig. 6 Flight Article HPA Modular Weights,kg
The angular ranges required at the HPA arm and tilt table joints were
derived from a step-by-step analysis of representative misaions in Phase 1. The
maximum values were rounded off upwards and are presented in :'ig. 7. The
: only angles which might have to be enlarged when more missions are studied are
the pitch joints - shoulder, elbow, wrist. But the values shown here cover a
slightly larger range than the corresponding joints in the RMS; and we believe
that they will prove adequate.
The control modes and speeds of the flight article arm "_re to be explored
by simulation after Phase 2. Until tills is done, the modes and control panel of /
the D'FA can be treated as representative of the flignt article.
Vor routine operations, such as arm deployment and storage, payload
movement and rotation, the control mode is one-join%at-a-time. These opera-
tionsdo not take up a large proportion of the HPA use time; during most of the
missionitis statmnary, providing locationand support. As a result,the speeds
chosen for those o_:erations (1 degree per second hiF:h speed, 0.3 degrees per
second low speed) are modest, and the one-joint-at-a-time procedure keeps 1he
controls simple without impacting mission du:'ation signlncantly. The "lunge
,nod,.,," used when the tlPA assumes an active role in berthing', involves the !
' ol)eration of the three pitci_ phme joints in unison (Fig. 8). tlowever, this con- i_
trol mode is not complex sin' : the motor speeds are coordinated by str_tight- I:i
forwa,'d hard-wired logic, i
(.
: 6 +C
+)
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; The control panel illustrated in Fig. 9 will normally be located on the
_ MDF aft flightdeck. The sequer.ceof panel operationsis: :
• Turn on master power; activatelogiccircuitryand servo amplifiers
• Selectdesired channel and adjust speed control
• Actuate the run switch which releasesthe brakes, initiatesa delay _
circuitallowingtime for brake release,powers the servo amp]ifier
and appliesthe drive signalto the servo motor. The motor acceler-
: ates to itsselectedspeed in approximately 200 millisecondsand con-
tinues to drive the jointuntilthe run switch is released
• Release the run switch which returns the drive comm_nd to zero and
initiatesa delay circuitto allowtime for motor deceleration,again
taking 200 milliseconds.The servo motor is now disabled and the
: brakes are reappliedto hold the jointin position. :
If the jointdrives to its"end of travel"limitprior to releaseof the run
switch, limitmicroswitcheson the arm willdisablethe servo amplifier,stop the
drive motor and illuminatethe limitlamp for that channel. To drive the jointout
: of the limitstop, the run switch must be operated in the reverse direction. An
ehmrgency stop switch is provided which, when activated,willbypass allcontrol
< circuitry,remove the servo amplifierpower, and apply allbrakes. A digital
display for each channel reads displacement (+180.0 degrees) from normal joint "
position.
TYPICAL MISSION APPLICATIONS
In this section, four missions (three using an articulated arm versi_n of
the ltPA, the fourth using a tilt table version) are described. These are
followed by a short discussion of the results of our recent simulation of the HPA
in a berthing role.
a) Large Space Structure Demonstration (LSSD) Mission - The mission
involved the assembly of Automatic Beam Builder (ABB) Fabricated beams to
form a spacecraft structure. The assembly sequence is shown in Figs. 10 and 11.
The 1 m beams used for the LSSD structure are fabricated by the AAB
mounted in the cargo bay. An HPA is used as the bas.. to hold the beams durinff.
assembly.
Two RMSs are required. The first RMS is used to stabilize the struc-
ture during assembly. The second is used by the astronaut on an MFR/RMS
to transport and join beams and to transport LDEF and radiometer panels to
the structure for assembly. After the LDEF panels are installed, the LSSD is
removed from the HPA by the second RMS. Next the MFR/RMS removes the rad-
iometer from the cargo bay and installs it on the HPA. Then the LSSD is posi-
: tioned on the radiometer, structurally attached, and electrical connections are
k completed.
b) Power Module Servicing - The Power Module (PM) generally goes on
: _ Spacelab missions to provide power, etc,, for experiments. With Spaeelab mod =
: 8
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Fig. 11 LSSD Construction Sequen(.e(Contd)
ules and pallets in the cargo bay, the only area consistently available for an
IIPA is at the forward end. To a _reat extent, the airlock and the tunnels con-
nectinl_ Spacelab to the cabin ffovern the shape of the HPA base frame and the
- lengths of the articulating arms for an outboard HPA.
l"igure 12 shows two locations for the arm tip fixture. The PM will be
berthe(l to the arm tip fixture after c::pture by the RMS. The PM is convention-
ally mated to the Orbiter above the cabin at Orbiter centerline. This is shown
in Fig, 12. For convenience, the HPA could be extended outboard for viewhag
of the berthing operation, then moved in board to position the PM at the
conventional position.
c) Orbiter to SOC Docking - As presently proposed, direct doekinff of
the Orbitdl I to the SOC has an interface close to the Orbiter cabin. 'there is |
some concern that a mis-doekiug" maneuver could result in the piercing of the
pressure cabin by . SOC member. To obviate this, it is proposed that the dock-
ing ring now be mounted on the tip of the Orbiter HPA arm. The hard docking
will then take t)lace between this ring and the SOC active docking ring.
As shown in rig. 13, this effectively extends the reach of the RMS,
inasme.ch as an Orbiler which is remotely docked to the standard docking IDea-
tion Oll SOC, can use its RMS 1o transfer cargx) to a SOC location which it could
: not normally reach. 111tiffs instance, the tunnel joining two habitation modules
is being transferred and installed.
After docking and. if apl,'opviate, after cargo transfer, the IIPA artic-
ulates to berth the Orbiter to the SOC by mating the crew transfer tunnel to a
sealing face on the dot'kinlg ring, Crew can now transfer.
10
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Fig. 12 Bay Packing of HPA for 25 kW Power Module Support
• SCENARIO
- DO(,_ ORBITER TO SOC
- DOCKING RING AT HPA ARM TiP
- _ - TRANSFER ORBITER CARGO USING RMS
i ! -INTER HABITAf TUNNEL FOR THIS MISSION 'i' - USING HPA. TRANSLATE ORBITER O
MATE CREW TRANSFER TUNNEL WITH DOCKING iSOC ' RINGINTER ..... "_, .
HABITAT -_. ,,= O .
TUNNEL _L. _.
• , ,,HPAARM
,: li CREW
i RMS'_j, TRANSFER ARM TIP MOUNTEDTUNNEL
: 1
0845-0130
Fig. 13 HPA ProvidesOrbiter to SOCDocking ._
d) tipper Atnlosphere Reseacoh Satellite (UAI1S) Servicing - Figure 14 _ :
shows a tilt table version of the tip _ _upporting the first servicing mission of
t the lIARS. Ilere, the initial propulsion niodule, PMI, is exi-hanged for a PM2
tirot)ulsioi_ module iillil MMS nlodtlleS lire rephlced. For this mission, the ItPA
base frlillle clirries two tilt tiiblos, Location of the PA in the cai'7o bay is
lllllinly del.len(lent ripen ot|ier |)Ii Vioad,,s l'lOWll on tile mission lind on the Orbiter
Cl4' envehipe, The only specit'ic requirenient is thiit it be within reiich of the RMS
and within the operlltol"s view.
11
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Fig. 14 Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite Service Mission
The sequence of events for UARS servicing is as follows: First the for-
ward tilt tabie is deployed and the UARS berthed to it, using the RMS. This
table has berthing extensions which directly support the UARS body, leaving
PM1 attached only to UARS. The PMI is then released from the UARS and moved
: sideways by the RMS, through the gap between UARS and tilt table. It is then
stowed on the base frame. The aft tilt table, which mounted PM2 for launch, is
now deployed to place PM2 above the HPA. The UARS is now transferred by
RMS to mate with the PM2 in its correct operational location, The forward tilt
: table is stowed back into its launch position. Using the RMS/OCP combination,
MMS modules are replaced on the UARS. with the old modules oc_.upying those
mounts on the HPA base frame which supported the new MMS modules during
launch. After checkout and separation of the UARS, the aft tilt table is stowed.
- e) The Results of Simulating an HPA in a Berthing Role - Figure 15
shows a typical sequence of spacecraft capture followed by berthing. In this
case, _he HPA is included in the berthing sequence because the spacecraft is
assumed to be relatively massive. Orbiter, RMS. and HPA functions follow one
after another. The Orbiter achieves a near match of orbits. The RMS captures
the spacecraft, moves it into the HPA envelope, and ensuzes that the passive
berthing fixture on the spacecraft is turned towards the Orbiter. The HPA,
t which carries the active berthing fixture, aligns it with the spacecraft and
'_ berths. At the top of the chart is an indication of the period when the Orbiter's1
RCS will be inhibited because the spacecraft is massive. The period of interest
in the simulation covered the second and third HPA activities, "aligns berthing
fixture" and "berth.'
12
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{ --ORBRCS I J-_-INHIBITED IF S/C IS MASSIVE "-'_MANEUVER SO THAT S/C
/IS IN RMS ENVELOPE
/ I MINIMIZE LINEAR &/ / ROTARY MISMATCH
ORBITER CAPTURE SiC
i I / NULLINEAR
" I I |TASK5
, Id//_/I SIMULATION
" MOVEHPA I It% I_! TO MEET S/C_ MOVE SIC TO
BERTH
C845-015D
¢
,_ Fig. 15 Typical Spacecraft Capture & Berthing Sequence
The simulation,which was carriedout atGrummans Large Amplitude
Space Simulator,exploresthe degreeof controlcomplexityneeded forberthing.
Itwas determinedthatcopingwithmisalignmentand driftnormaltothe
arm pitchplanewere the maininfluencesindrivingup the controlcomplexity.
Therefore,we re-examincdthe initialstraightup (Y axis)lungeapproach and
hitupon the inclinedlungeconcept. This requiresonly 5 DOF and isillustrated
in Fig. 16;the key featureisthatthe nominallunge directionisinclinedat
(say) 30° totileverticalshoulderyaw axis. Quitelarge(20era)out ofarm
planemisalignmentscan be correctedwithsmall(5°) shoulderyaw rotation.
l,ateral adjustments are swift, essential linear and introduce only small angular"
perturbations.
The use of a 5 DOF arm with a combination of with one-joint-at-a-time
control and the lunge mode is judged to be satisfactory.
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!ARM LENGTH 20 FT CONTROL MODES:
REMOVABLE MASS 2770 LB • ONE-JOINT-AT-A.TIME
: TIP FORCE 1000 LB MAX SPEFD I"iSEC
" TiP STIFFNESS 1000 LB/INCH
,I
.,l, • LUNGE MODE (SEE BELOW)
i MAX T_P SPEED 3 IN/SEC!
SHOULDER YAW +180: -180: • SPACECRAFT
' SHOULDER PITCH + 60: • 90: _30
WRIST PITCH +130:-130 _
• HPA SHOULDEF: TO _ 18 FT \ I//
PASSAVE BERTHING RING \ _/
 "Tll-JBASE FRAME IS GROUND ADJUSTABLE _ -" ..1 FOR POSITION IN CARGO BAY.
0845-016D
Fig. 16 HPA Flight Article Characteristics
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THE SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER !
PAYLOAD REIrENTION SYSTEMS
By J. . Hardee
INTRODUCTION
The Space Shuttle orbiter provides structural support attachment points for carrier/payloads along the
length of the cargo bay. Nondeployable payloads are retained by passive retention devices, and deployable
payloads are secured by motor-driven, active retention devices. Payloads are secured in the orbiter payload
bay by means of the payload retention system or are equipped with their own unique retention systems.
The orbiter payload retention mechanisms provide structural attachments for each payload by using four
or five attachment points to secure the payload within the orbiter payload bay during all phases of the orbiter
mission (see Figures i a__ ?). The payload retention syster. (PRS) is an electromechanical system that
A FIVE-POINT RETENTION
SYSTEM IS BEING USED BY PRIMARY PRLA'S
MOST PAYLOADS REACT LONGITUDINAL
AND VERTICAL
LOADS(Fx & Fz)
I
LOWER CL ACTIVE KEEL ACTUATOR:STABILIZING PRLA'S
REACT VERTICAL LOAD(Fz) REACTSSIDE LOAD (Fy) -_
Figure l. Payload Five-Point Retention
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ACTIVE KE _-
ACTUATOR -
PRLA/ _
(4 PLACES)
ACTUATORS LOCK
PAYLOADSIN THE
SHUTTLE ORBITER BAY
Figure 2. Payload Retention Actuators .[or the Space Shuttle Program
provides standardized payload carrier attachment fitt;.ngs to accommodate up to five payloads for each :,
orbiter flight. The mechanisms are able to function under either lg or zero-g contritions. Payload berthing or
deberthing on-orbit is accomplished by utilizing the remote manipulator system (RMS). The retention
mechanisms provide the capability for either vertical or horizontal payload installation or removal, i.
The payload support pointsareselectedto minimizepoint torsional, bending, and radial loads imparted .o
the payloads. Trunnion friction loads are minimized; however, at the present time there is a CF = 0.10 to
0.25 depe.ding upon environment and load. In addition to the remotely controlled latching system, the
passive system used for nondeployable payloads performs the same function as the RMS except it provides
fixedattachmentsto the orbiter.
PAYLOAD/ORBITER INTERFACE
Retentionlugs(trunnions)on the payloadextendbeyondthe 15-foot diameterpayloadenvelope,where
theyaregraspedandsecuredby the payloadretentionmechanisms,The lo,:ationof theattachmentpoints
mayvaryalongthelengthof the payloadbay.dependingona flight'sassignedpayload.Theselocationsare
established(andchangedasneeded)duringorbitergroundturnaround.Theremotelyoperatedlatchesand
releasemechanismsfordeployablepayloadsprovideguidesto facilitateproperorientationof payloadsduring ;,
remoteoperation(Figure'3).
• ,Z/7
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•
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A
SPLIT "
BRIDGE FITTING _
Figure 3. Payload/Orbiter Interface
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
l'he PRS generally consists of a set of five retention devices, four of which are located on fittings attached
to the upper Ionge:on and contain the payload guides. Two of these devices react against loads in both the
vertical and horizontal planes, and two react against loads in the vertical plane only. The fifth retentio'l device
is located at the lower centerline of the payload bay and reacts against side loads only (see F_gures 4
through 8).
Load and temperature usagelimits for sw-ndard iongeron latches and lightweight Iongeron latchesare
presented in Tables I and 2.
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FOR
PAYLOAD TRUNNION
CLAW
1. WITH LATCH OPEN, THE
PAYLOAD TRUNNION IS
GUIDED TOWARD THE SPHERICAL
SPHERICAL BEARING BEARING
_i BY THE GUIDES
2. TRUNNION SENSED BY
READY-TO.LATCH
SWITCHES
ORBITER
3. CLAW ;$ DRIVEN CLOSED BRIDGE
TO LATCHpAYLOADPAYLOAD @ FIT/ING
TRUNNION - ... ..
READY.T(
SWITCH AND \ _/'
TRUNNION EJECT L
ARM
Figure 4. PRLA Payload lnslallation Sequence
_SPA SPHERICAL LINK " NON ADJUSTABLE GEARBOX/ BALL(2) / RETAINER /
• CER / BUSHING _.
.'7 //ECCENTR C _,
BUSHING (2)
/-
LIMIT SWITCH /
A ".SEMBLY PIN\ . \ '/ MOTORS
.OCKIPIN RETAINER121
._- RETAINER14i :.
RETAINER/ 'BEARING HALF
- SWITCH ACCESS
BASE READY'TO.LATCH
SWITCH ASSEMBLY
ACCESS PLUG
-\_, Plh
• BEARINGHALF LOCK RING
F_l_ure_, PRLA DesignConcept(Li#htweight Latch)
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PAYLOAD SEGMENT
PAYLOAD RETENTION FITTING / SIDE BRIDGE FITTING
PAYLOAD TRUNN'O i . ._/_...,//"' /" SILL LONGERON r
PRIMARY FUSELAGE FRAME
1
i ATTACH HARDWARE
! VERTICAL (Z O) LOADS
ATTACH HARDWARE
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BRIDGES AVAILABLE FOR LOCATING PAYLOADS
; LOCATIONS ARE 3.933 IN. APART
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= 27694
26416 (1090.33)
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8 KEEL WiNG
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5
4 WIRE TRAY
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FRAMES 2 Xo FUSELAGE -_-
1 FRAME STATIONS
Figure 8. Payload Retention System General Mechanism Locations
Table I. Load and Temperature Usage Limits--Flight Conditions; ',
Standard Latches (Longeron) !
!
_ Longeron '. Latches Latch }
: and ___ _ !
Conditions __ Standard Weight !
1
Ultimate load 169,400 Ib J
'_ ' at X.Z plane (radius) 1
.|.
+ 290°F to - 200°F
_ Temperaturerange ( - 100°F operationa!)
1
_: Z2.1
I.
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Table2. Load and TemperatureUsageLimits--Flight Conditions; I
Lightweight Latches (Longeron) |
Longeron:_ Latches _ Latch
a nd _ _
Conditions _ Lightweight
Ultimate load 67,600 Ib
at X-Z plane (radiu_)
Temperature range + 275°F to - 200°F
( - IO0°F operational)
|
DESIGN-PAYLOAD RETENTION LATCH ACTUATORS (PRLA)
L
The PKLA is comprisedof the following major assemblies:
I. Electromechanicalactuator - gear box, and redundant motor/brake assembly
2. Drive linkage - mechanicaldrive from gear box to movable retentiondevice (claw)
3. Base assembly - structuralmount to bridge fitting
4. Switch modules - READY-TO-LATCH and LATCHED indicators
5. Guide assembly - centering device for payload berthing
6. Eject spring mechanism- to overcome any stiction of payload trunnioa to bearing
ZZ2.
k
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DESIGN-ACTIVE KEEL ACTUATOR
The active keel actuator is comprised of the following major assemblies:
i. Electromechanical actuator - gear box and redundant motor/brake assembly systems
2. Drive linkage - ball screw mecllanical drive from gear box to movable latch
3. Base assembly - structural mount to bridge fitting
4. Switch modules - READY-TO-LATCH and LATCHED indicators
See Figures9 through 13.
Load and temperatureusagelimits for standard and lightweight keel latchesare presented in Tables 3
and 4.
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[ ! Table 3. Load and Temperature Usage Limits--Flight Conditions;
: Standard Latches (Keel)
t
: Latches Keel Latch
Loads and
Conditions _ Standard Weight
Ultimate load Py = _. 144,200 Ib
at X-Z plane
+ 330°F to - 200°F
Temperature range ( - IO0°F operational)
Table 4. Load and Temperature Usage limits--Flight Conditions;
Lightweight Latches (Keel)
Load'_.,,,... Latches Keel Latch
and ___
Conditions _,_ Lightweight
Ultimate load
at X.Z plane PY = +--57,600
; Temperature range + 275°F to - 200°F
: ( - 100°F operational)
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FUTURE APPLICATIONS
t
i At the present time payload retention mechanisms have been designed, developed, and certified that are
i capable of supporting a payload of up to 65,000 pounds through all phases of flight. For weight saving
f purposes and handling enhancemeat, a lightweight latch system is now being designed to accommodate the
; lighter payloads. Intermediate capability latching mechanisms are in the proposal stage. Unique latching
systems can be developed at minimum cost and with minimum schedule impact by using already developed
' I and certified system components.
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